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Alex Ladyzhensky and Elna Shvets, who both
dance to Latino music agreed that the food was
delicious and the music was great.
This is just one of many events scheduled in
honor of Latin History Month. Check the cal-
endar of events for future engagements.
In February of this semester, Baruch suffered
the loss of two -primary faculty members _
Professor Robert Andrew Ariel and Professor
Virgil Bird.
Ariel, who passed away February 7, was a
professor of Economics and a faculty leader.
He also served on the Faculty Senate, and the
Baruch Chapter of the union, while immersing
himself in the details ofthe college and univer-
sity budget.
Avner Wolf, chairman of the Department of
. Economics and Finance, said "[Dr. Ariel] was
a very private person, but a very valuable mem-
ber of our department prior to his illness, and
contributed a great deal to the department.
.union, and budget at Baruch."
. Wolf also explained that due to the timing of
Arid's death, all of the students from his Fall
2000 semester classes C'Science of
Philosophy" and "Investment Analysis") had to
be issued passing grades" as the grading
process was not yet completed. He added.
"however, the students were very understand-
ing of this situation."
A colleague in the department. Professor
Christopher A. Hessel], described the late
their meals or contently enjoying their conver-
sations. The atmosphere was enlivened even
more by the intoxicating sounds of Salsa and
Merengue.
The students seemed to thoroughly enjoy
themselves at the opening of Latino Month.
"They had. and excellent turnout and I am
enjoying myself." Said Eric Almonte.
"This is the best food Baruch has ever had,"
Students·...". tfIemMIvres food during the opening ceremony for latino month. More
events .. to come throughout the month. This Thursday there will be a candle vigil to




Mourners express their final goodbyes at last week's·memorial service honoring professor
Andrew Robert Ariel who passed away on Feb. 7. Ariel anti Professor Virgil Sird, who passed
away on Feb.19, will be missed by all. (PhotolHubert Reyes)
The Latin American Baruch community
introduced Latin History Month on March 1st
with live music and good food .
The goal of Latino month is to make all
Baruch students aware of the rich culture that
the Hispanic Community has to offer. "We hope
to give part of our Hispanic Culture not only to
Hispanics but to other people," said William
Castillo, President ofLatinAmerican Youth and
a member of Puerto Ricans for Involvement
Development and Enlightenment, "[I antici-
pate] a large turnout."
Among those that sponsored the affair were
Committee Asedom, The Hispanic Society,
LAY, Latin American Student Organization,
PRIDE, La Unidad Latina, Lambda Fraternity
Incorporated, Business to Business, Multi-eul-
tural Association, Students for Students, and the
Social and Political Club.
The festivities began at 12:30 PM in Room
1422 of the 360 PAS building. The room was
full of students who had known about the event
in advance arid those. who happened to be on
the floor and were lured by the tantalizing.'
aroma of food.
As soon as the food containers were opened
the students were lined up, plates in hand. The
meal consisted of "Moro", a blend of brown
rice and peas; "pemil", Baked pork; "platano
amarillo" ,baked yellow plantains dusted light-
ly with cinnamon; potato salad; garden salad;
and Flan, a pudding-like dessert.
"The food was so good that it was gone in ten
minutes," said Evelyn Blanco, a member of
Asedom.
For the length of the event the room was alive
with students of all cultures equally enjoying
Student's support sur-
passes expectations as




A devastating earthquake left over 100,000
people dead, injured and homeless in India. All
are in desperate need of food, shelter, and
medical attention. In an effort to help the vic-
tims ofIndia, a raffle is being sponsored by The
Golden Key International Honor Society, Beta
Alpha Psi. the Finance and Economics Society,
and the Red Cross Organization.
Since the fundraiser officially began on
February 26 over 2900 raffle tickets have been
sold. The goal of the fundraiser is to collect
$5000, but at the rate things are going it seems
that goal may be surpassed. This response from
the Baruch community was enlightening to
Winnie Chin, Vice-President of public relations
for the Golden Key International HonorI, _. ..'-
Society. J: - J
...[;~~~~e:::~~~.::.~~~:,:~~~m.~:_ ..~~~elcome$Latin~ .Mon..... "Eestivities
This, achievement 15 a.great reward for Chin" B Ch irfssaPr! Fe dO" d
and all the parties participating in this event. I CY 'barr~a u~l.nce- er Illan
Chin had a few doubts about the success of this! ontrt uting rr riter
fundraiser because some non-supportive stu-
dents who believed the stereotype that Baruch
students do not care.
....Some students donate money and they don't :
even want a raffle ticket, they just do it to help
out." said Chin. "This proves that the stereotype
that Baruch students don't care, is not true".
The amount of support and enthusiasm from
the volunteers has been very encouraging to
Chin and other coordinators of this raffle.
....Many people have been very supportive and
cooperative. Everyone is so motivated," said
Chin.
Among the many supportive people is Pam
Mitchell, director of student services of the
accounting .unit at Baruch. She is responsible
for allocating the raffle tickets, collecting the
money, and informing about the event's
progress. Although she has had a work over-
load since the fundraiser began, she believes
that the fundraiser has a noble cause. Chin and
other volunteers appreciate her work and effort".1
"It's a noble cause because those people need I




The fundraiser will go on until March 14. The
drawing for the raffle tickets will be held on
Friday, 'March 16.The top two prizes are a one-
night two-person stay at the Time Hotel and a
dinner for two at Bornbay Palace. After the
money is collected it will be given to the Red
Cross Organization, which wiII ensure that the
money gets to the distressed victims of India.
All those interested in volunteering or donat-
ing money to the relief effort can do so by stop-
ping by the Dean of Students office in room
1702 at 360 PAS or you can also e-mail Winnie
Chin at Winnie_Chin@jtlno.com.
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Room 1548, 360 Park. Avenue South.
(212) 802-6795 (No appointments necessary)
~-. _.."-.- ... . ......... -- ......... - .- .................. -- -'" -- --.-
alike to utilize their services to aid grief recov-
ery, privately and free of charge.
There was a memorial service held for Ariel
in Room 4 North on the 4th floor of the 23rd
Street building, on March 8th, during club
hours.
Professor Bird's on-campus memorial service
plans are being arranged. and notices will be
distributed with details as they become avail-.-
able.
The Counseling Center
RODm 1745, 360 Park Avenue South.
(212)802-6840/-6841
Ccunselingrgibaruch.cuny.edu
(Evening appointments need to be made In
advance between 9-5pm)
This event is free and open to the public..
Tuesday. March 20, 2001
5:45 pm
Baruch Ool"e
Newman -COnference center, 7th Floor
151 East 25th Street, New York City
I.
---_ ............ ...-..-~-_ ......~----~ ...--- - .........................-
W~~""€~-!~-?~S~D!5N-c!:
THE SlDN£Y
Faculty and administrators attended Arlel·s memorial service at the conference room in the
William and Anita Newman Library. The Joss of th~two professors affected both students
and administrators. (Photoniubert Reyes)
quickly learned that Bird was a man of great
integrity.
"He was an extraordinary man, who was
unfailingly polite and well connected with the
student body," said Slavin. "He had a real sense
of what the students wanted and understood
where they were coming from."
Alexandra Logue, the Dean of the Weissman
School of Arts and Sciences, reported "Baruch
meant everything to [Bird] ... he was extremely
dedicated ... he even insisted on working while
he was sick."
To protect the privacy of both professors and
their families, the cause ofdeath remains undis-
closed.
Baruch openly offers counseling and hotline
services to handle such situations. In fact, Dr.
David Cheng, director of the Baruch
Counseling Center, along with Dennis
Urquhart, Helpline Services Supervisor, strong-
ly urges students, faculty and administration
A READING AND OONVERSATION
¥lith poet
AGHA SHAHID ALI
Baruch Honors Memory of Professors
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Professor Ariel as "a person who always went
well out ofhis way for faculty, students, and the
administration."
Hessell also expressed his concern for Ariel's
past students, who heard rumors of the bad
news and called on him to confirm their fears.
He recalled staying after class talking with. stu-
dents to offer support.
Miriam D'Aponte, the chair for the
Departn:tent of Fine and Performing Arts,
reported that "[Bird] taught the largest number
of students of any faculty member [in their
department)." She went on to sum up Bird's
gentle persona in one simple word -
..Peacemaker."
Being a tenured professor of the graduate and
undergraduate Economics and Finance depart-
ment since 1986, Ariel's passing proves to be a
profound loss for the Baruch administration.
"Dr. Ariel was an extremely hardworking fac-
ulty and senate member, and had done consid-
erable research for the senate and for Baruch in
general,' said Lirtzrnan Sidney Lirtzman, the
Dean of The Zicklin School of Business.
According to Lirtzman, Ariel had been il l on
and off over the last few years, but continued
his teaching career as long as he could.
The loss of Professor Bird on February 19th.
after his 30 years of teaching in the Art History
Department also had a severe impact on the
Baruch community.
On February 26. President Ned Regan
addressed the Baruch community in a letter
saying, "His service to the College was out-
standing, especially in the Baruch CoIlege
Faculty Senate, where he served as Chair and as
a member of the Executive Committee."
Dennis Slavin. associate dean of The
Weissman School of Arts and Sciences, said
that although he didn't know Bird well before
the Art department and Music and Theatre











Rrst stall In women's bathroom. This stall
continues to be without a toilet paper rack
since last semester. (photoNanessa
Witel1ko)














Missing soap is a re-occurlng problem for Baruch students, and remains "in violation of OSHA
health code 1910.141(d)(2)(iii) that states, "hand soap or similiar cleansing agents shall be
provided." (photoNanessa Witenko)
Below is a petition for there not to be school on election day. During the last election many students
were unable to vote due to time constraints of working and attending school. To ensure that the stu-
dent voice is heard, we are asking anybody wishing to support the petition to sign and return it to
USG in room 1531 at the 360 PAS building.
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OPPORTUNITY For FULL TIME
----
EMPLOYMENT·
for Seniors and Graduate Students
Ifyou're interested, please bring your resume to
360 Park Avenue South, Room 1357
Tel: (212) 802-6730 .
... - -----_. --'
THE WEISSMAN CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
-BAJBJCII~; .&. &101~~"""""
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" THE BARUCH ORGANIZATIONS OF i e
II Golden Key I~temationalHonour S~iety e
e Beta Alpha Psi e
o Finance & Economics Society (;e working In conjunction" the Red Cross Organization _o ~~~ -_ eo WE CAN ALL MAKE A DIFFERENCE!I e
o 0
o INDIA EARTHQUAKE RELIEF EFFORT 4;
G _
G FUNDRAISING RAFFLE G
e e
G The unofficial death ton has reached over 100,000. Many more are in dire need of food, shelter and medical fjo attention. Even though the Baruch community cannot physically assist the devastated country of India, e
e we can still take Dart in the relief effort. e
o With just ONE dollar, YOU can make a difference. eo e
§ You can also win one ofthe following prizesl .(j
e e~ (1) One night two-person stay at the Time Hotel -.
• (2) Dinner for two at Bombay Palace ¥o (3) $25 Gift Certificate at The Gap fI
6 (4) $20 Gift Certificate at United Artists Theatres {I
_ (5) Baruch College Pen Set (I
o Want to increase your chances of winning1 Donate more than a dollar! e
G For every dollar you donate, just fill out the conesponding number of raffle tickets _
A thus increasing your chance for a prize! ' a
.. (Drawing will be ·held on March 16, 2001) •
e eG The raffle is going on nowt Look for our representatives selling tickets on campus! A
a Can't find them? :
V Email Winnie at Winnie_Chin@ljuno.com to contribute at your convenience. Or stop •
(j in at the Dean of StudentsOffice (Room 1702 - 360 PAS) for more information. CI
e aWhy not go one step further in helping with the cause? •
(; Sell raffle tickets! It's easy and a rewarding experiencel eo Email Winnie at Winnie_ChirGjuno.com for more information. __
e eo _
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.:tnt because our Classes are too large Fight because: our salaries,~re too low Fight because
lie have ~tover half of our full-time faculty lines in the last twentywfive years Fight because a
few flagship programs are not enough to rebuild the University Fight because we have no real
sabbaticals Fight because Higher Education Officers have no chance of promotion Fight
because Our cours~ loads make it impossible to do research Fight because college presidents
are chosen for politi I.rather n cademic reasons·F· ..... EK:8use··Ouf··Board: of :Trustees is
.tical ~n .~..Ci .a. .
es. and·
. Jaf$..
~ . Fightur Ii
F tftt ~e .;,-~ ~. ~~ :~J ,iv~_ou';;;"; ~~ffe "~ m re ~,d '"
who teach Fight becacseour bUildings are riot maiJltained,andoor' Qfflcesare inadequate Fight
because adjuncts are not 'paid for office hours Fight because annual leave for new counseling
fac~lty has been diminished Fight because we don' have enough computers Fi ht because we
don t hav sta ,n co .•' ', s ,,' , equired to
workoverti " "it com a", "', ei * fg"gesFight
because Ce rat hn" ecte " "thing" g trash to
teaching cl ' e sno,ver rting up a
research la F v 0 ' Fig , re losing
our junior . .. ·~·F r salaries
make it diffict.ilt ,to continue to atttaet't 'e 'bestfacu " Fight 'ecause 'our co Jegla ife is being
ripped apart Fight because we have had enough of doing more with Jess Fight because CUNY
should not always be poor Fight because the City and State have disinvested in CUNY for over
twenty years. Fight because there is no political will to educate the whole people of New York







Please check one if you know whether your professor works ...
Full time ----
Class (include name, date, time, semester, and section.) -
The Ticker and USG would. like to know what students think about their professors. We want to
ensure the student's voice is heard by filling out this complaint/comment form,
"




.. _.__ ...•_. _ _._ , _.- -_ ' _ _----~ ~.__._._ _ _..~--_._---_.-
ORG~ '" ··""'D-BYPS~"
Attend a Public Hearing on MARCH 28: Faculty staff, students and
community members will speak out about the debilitating CUNY budget and how PSC's









TEACH CUNY in your classroom on MARCH 28: Expand your
teaching on how P$Gl.~ contract demands wouldrebuild CUNY. Reflect on how the
subject you teach is connected to the conditions under which you teach it.
. . ,
. .. •• -s:
:: ~.. ..... .- - .:
.
- ~.: ~ :.: ~ !:" •. '~. ~ <,>
BECOME 'PART OF THE- FIGHT~ "






, Endorsed by University Faculty Senate
Please return forms to 360 PAS, room 1531, or room 1521, or in the designated comment boxes
{around campus. Vocal complaints can be made at the student complaint Hotline at (212) 802-














*You are requested to limi
our ads to 25-30 words.
Now you can send in your
own ads for roomates want-
ed, items you want to get rid
of (ex. night-tables, cars,
boyfriends, computers, etc.)
or anything else... all for
absolutely no chargel
That'5 Right.
Aurora BoreeIIs above • house In the north-
east. TIle aurora borealis are one of
nature's mysteries.
believes in aliens, this will serve you as a
quick reference guide to the mysteries of
the universe. In due time I will try to open
up new doorways and you will understand
why we can not see black holes and I will
try to explain what the aurora borealis are,
among other things. No, this will not be
the Science Times either. 11 will be put in
to terms that will be understandable to
those who have no idea who Isaac Newton
was.
Although I will be your guide, guides are
not perfect. If I happen to make a mistake
or ifyou simply disagree with something I
said don't hesitate to speak up. And if
there is something that is a mystery to you
and you would like for me to try and clar-
ify, please drop me a line.
As for the sky being blue. Well, let's
save that for the next tour.
.......... .Ii.
tile
MysterIous Hghts caught on", Are
these lights from an airplane or could they
be something eI..?
believe that the icy chill you felt on the
back of your neck was actually the touch
of some wandering spirit? That funny
light? Yep, a UFO. Are you so. closed
minded that you will not believe that
someone's life force could remain on
eartb.? And are you so proud ofthe human
race that you can not believe, that in our
universe that is more than a couple of
billions of years old, that there could not
be a smarter civilization than ours?
Yes, I understand I have asked many
questions so far but what better way to
leam than by asking questions. And this is
what I ask of you, to ask as many ques-
tions as possible. Never accept things to
be as they appear because there. is always
something deeper, there is more to a paint-
ing than just the paint.
Now, I don't want you to think that this
is just another forum for some nut that
Guide- to
TICKER FEATURES MARCH 13, 2001
A primer on the mysteries of space, time, and the paranormal
Ever felt a cold breeze inside your house
when all the windows were shut? Ever
noticed a strange light in the nighttime
sky? Ever wonder why the sky is blue?
Perhaps you have felt a cold breeze and
yes, maybe you have seen something unfa-
miliar at night, but what was it? Perhaps I
can help, I don't pretend to know the
answers but I do intend to educate you on
the mysteries of the universe.
Since we live in a strange universe, one
that can sometimes be a little confusing, I
offer a guide to it. Or at least a guide to the
little known side of it; the side that most
peopIe tend to shy away from or the side
that they are just totally unfamiliar with.
Sure, that breeze could have come from
a cheap window and that light could have
been an airplane, but why not consider the
alternative? Why is it impossible to
Three unldefttifl8d lights seen over a moun-
tain top at dusk. Untdentifted Flying Objects
have always been a topic of controversy In









205 East 42nd St.
254 Greene St.
895Amsterdam Ave.
...Get 10 friends to go and you'll go free!
>European Discovery from $975
14 days InckJdlng Amsterdam. Pans and Rome
>free of hassles
>free of rip offs
>free for you with 10 friends!
Expel. ICe Contiki with a group of friendsbooked on the same tnp at the same time and the 11ttl




The Ticker is looking for writers
and would like everyone who is'
interested to stop by 360 PAS
Rm.1522 on Thursday during
club hours.
TICKER NEWS MARCH 12, 2001
r'sessions;'hawai'i
.. 6 weeks, 6 credits, as low as $3,000 (based on typical
.< ts of tuition, room & board, books, and estimated airfare)
erm 1: May 21-June 29 • Term 2: July 2-August 10
www.summer.hawaiLedu • toll-free 1(800) 862-6628
8








LOOK FOR US IN
ROOM 1455
360/PA5 OR IF YOU
ARE INTERESTED IN
BEING A MEMBER OR
BECOMING A. DJ.
PLEASE SEND US AN
EMAIL WITH THE SUB
") WANNA BE A DJ"
AT
CANDOUR77@AOL. COM
LOOK FOR US IN
MARCH· DURING OUR
PROMOTION WEEK.
Another donor being set up by nurses. (photo/Jasleen Rana)
After donating, which takes approxi-
mately 25 minutes, the donors could
go out into the window lounge where
they were treated with snacks, juices
and candy.
Approximately two hundred poten-
tial donors signed up. Even though
quite a few did not go through with
their commitment, the turnout was
impressive. Organisors hope to meet
their goal of 75 pints the next time,
which will be sometime in November,
2001.
One of the donors, Manyi" Shum, a
Junior at Baruch. (photo/Jasleen Rana)
upon being asked a series of questions
that would determine if they were fit
enough to donate were they allowed to
proceed.
360 PAS During Club Hours
March 1,2001
Events Around
Expressing oneself tliro·UlJh writ--
ing is one of the most poweifu[
means ofdoing so...
TICKER FEATURES MARCH 13, 2001
WRITE FOR THE OP-EDS
Gathering around a table of refreshments in
the Window Lounge, 15th FI. (photolJasleen
Rana)
In Lounge 1542, Baruch College and
NY Medical Center held their biannu-
al Blood Drive. This was cosponsored
by Citibank, Student Life and The
Ticker. It is customarily held in March
and September. While Citibank pro-
vided the gifts for the donors, The
Ticker served as the advertising spon-
sor.
First the would-be donors filled out
forms at the reception desk. Then they
were tested for their iron, temperature,





Thursday, March 22nd 2001
HONORING OUR ANCESTORS CAN-
DLE VIGIL
12·30 PM - 2:30 PM
360 Park Avenue South Rooms 1436 & 1440
Honoring famous Latinos with a candle vigil
to praise their lifetime efforts and achieve-
ments as they promoted the Latino culture.
Thursday, March 29 200 I
""THE INDIGENOUS HERITAGE OF
LATIN AMERICA"
1230 PM - 2:30 PM
360 Park Avenue South Rooms 1436 & 1440
Latin Forum with Guest Speaker - Bobby
Gonzalez, a storyteller, lecturer, and poet dis-
cover the secrets of the Indigenous people of
Latin America.
Friday, March 30 200 I
LATINO MONTH CLOSING CEREMO-
NY
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
360 Park Avenue South Room 1422
An evening to cap off our month full of
events, including an enticing dinner, a DJ and
a party with a live salsa band.
Henriques and subsequently" the Weissman
Scholars. The five winners of the high school
essay contest were presented with checks of
S1000 each plus a small gift.
When it came to the essay contest winners,
the compere imparted considerable background
about the contest before call ing their names.
For example, it was Prof. Glen Albright of the
Psychology department who came up with the
idea of this contest. Associate Dean Dennis
Slavin took care of all the specifics of the com-
petition with the help of Mr, Larry Strickler.
The question itself was as follows: In light of
the emphasis on business and technology in
today's world, why should we continue to
study the liberal arts? Last but not least, the
winning essays are up on Baruch's official
website.
The remairung honorees (as mentioned
before) were book authors, book editors, jour-
nal editors, creative artists and TV documen-
taries. For example, John Andreassi for
"Psychophysiology: Human Behavior and
Physiological Response", Franco Zangrilli for
"Studi in Onore Di Urnberto Mariani",
Mitchell Cohen for "Dissent", Eugene Marlow
for "Chanson Pour Une Poetesse"(flute solo)
and Carol Berkin for "Founding Fathers"
respectively.
This event served a dual purpose of placing
due honor onto Baruch's faculty as well as pre-
senting them with an evening worth of social-
izing and looking their best. The corsages
added a nice touch to their vividly colored
ensembles.
Five students won
$1000 each, for writ-
ing an essay, on - In
light ofemphasis on
business and techno10-
g)J, why should we
continue to study the
liberal arts?
of the High School Essay Contest organized by
Baruch, as well as some Weissman scholars
(Baruch scholars who were majoring in the
Weissman School).
The honorees were divided into categories or
groups such as 'Weissman Essay Winners,'
'Book Authors,' 'Book Editors,' 'Journal
Editors,' 'Creative Artists,' and 'TV
Documentaries.' The bestowing of honor fol-
lowed a procedure by which Dean Logan
would first call all the names within a group,
following which they would all come up on
stage, be presented with a small gift, pose for a
photograph, and then gracefully walk offstage.
The very first category of honorees was that
of Weissman Visiting Professors - Catherine
Clinton and Clarence Taylor. Following them
was Weissman Visiting Lecturer, Diana
them all about what this fair could provide.
One person said that it was a joke, and that the
recruiters did not not know what they are talk-
ing about - they could not even answer any
questions. I Wondered, "How can that be? If
someone is looking to give you an internship,
do they not want to get some pre-interview idea
of how well you know your material?"
Subsequently, we split up, each of us going to a
firm where we might possibly want to work
this summer.
First I had to look and see who was
offering a Computer Information Systems
Internship. Seven p.m. There are sixty-five list-
ings and only seven of them were for Computer
Information Systems. I started feeling a little
disappointed; I had printed twenty resumes and
the only way I was going to give them all out
was if I gave each of the recruiters doubles.
Goldman Sachs was not looking for
seniors, but they gave me a bag and a web
address to check for possible employment
opportumties. The woman at Lehman Brothers
\:a, as nice, however, she couldn't really answer
an) of my questions For some reason, she
seemed amused at the fact that I had over three
years of work experience. Deloitte & Touche
did not actually have anyone there for
Computer Information Systems, but they said
they would be glad to take my resume...and so
on I asked other companies if they could take
my resume and pass it to the IT departments in
their company.
By then two hours had passed and I
had given out under ten resumes. I was carry-
Ing a couple of pens. a couple of pads and a
neat light-up yo-yo from Toys'R'Us. I am not
very confident in the whole affair leading me to
an internship, nevertheless, but I did make
some friends and I am a little more involved in
campus life. Plus. I have a nice, professional
resume built. And best of all, I am not intimi-
dated by the Job search anymore.
By Jasleen Rana
Features Editor
As one walks into the room, the eyes are treat-
ed with vividly colored, crisp formal attire
adorned by sophisticated ladies and gentlemen.
Some hold wine glasses delicately balanced
between two fingers and move from one circle
to the next. The occasion? Read on...
On February 28th, 2001, a reception held in
the 7th fl. Conference Center of 17 Lexington
Avenue by the Weissman School of Arts and
Sciences, offered authors. editors, and artists a
perfect opportunity to be honored for their
scholarly achievements over the past year. All
of them are professors (or visiting professors)
at Baruch College. and more specifically.
belong to the Weissman School.
The program was officially initiated at 4:30
p.m.. however the SOCIalizing, which had
begun sometime around 3:45 p.m.. marked the
actual commencement of the event. With a
table of refreshments and a wine corner. this
was hardly an accident. The guests had at their
disposal an array of assorted cheeses, bowls of
salad WIth dip, cookies and brown res of all col-
ors. and delicacies floating around the room
balanced on expert palms.
The event began with the TV documentary
. "Founding Fathers," an introduction by com-
pere Dean Logue and speeches by President
Regan and Provost Myrna Chase. The core of
the program was comprised of the ceremonious
honoring of the professors. In addition, the
We issrnan School recognized the first winners
Honoring Weissman School Professors
for the Year. 2000
ThIS semester's first big event hosted
b) the Career Development Center. the
Internship Fair. took place this past Thursday
on February 13, 2001 The first "shift" of the
Fair started at 10 a.m. and the second one
ended at 4 p m I was in the library building the
\\ eek before and saw the internship fair SIgnS
up SInce I am a senior, I figured It could not
hurt to have a look at it. I signed up Over one
thousand students signed up: I was one of these
"luc ky ' students For preparation, I went to
the resume rush I reached there at 9 15 a.m. so
I cou.d sign up earl) and would not have to
wait The woman who met with me was very
supportive She gave me formatting and con-
tent adv Ice for my resume. I also scheduled an
appointment for the following Tuesday with an
adv isor at the Career Development
Center After meeting WIth the advisor, I was
confident 10 the w a) my resume looked.
Finally I was read). twenty resumes
printed. Just like they suggested at the Career
Development Center, the suit was pressed. the
tie , ... as dug out from under my other clothes:
all \\ as set. I w as going to get a computer
internship
I arrived there a little after 1 30 p.m
There was a massive line Everyone was wear-
109 a SUIt. Students were talking on line while
~ ~
waiting to get In. While on line. I ran into a
friend who tells me that the people running the
fair \\ III not allow her 10 because she IS not
wearing a Jacket. Apparently, people \\ ithout
SUIt s are not qualified (Which IS funny. since
many of the companies there did not require
traditional business attire at work.) I talked
w ith her until the line progressed to the POInt
\\ here she \\ as not allowed through since she
-'had no Jacket '
Finally, I was In I ran into a few
other classmates and we conversed.
Apparently, I was the most enthusiastic out of
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" H a r I e m nit e "
not an issue. --- -: ... --.-- --_._- -, ~ -- _. -' .'. -~_... Fiftally--ift- 1994;--sIJe.-eame.....e&Gk- h6me-to .
Some' of you are probably thinking;no....not wberethe spirits of Matcofm X, Adam Clayton
in Harlem. Yet, I'm telling you the story as it Powell, Langston Hughes and jazz were still
was told to me by one who was there. "We alive. "As soon as we came back," she recalls,
were poor, but never felt like we were poor "the old camaraderie came back:' The materi-
because everybody was the same." Sumunye al things in Harlem might have changed, but
said. emphasizing the communal feeling of the spirit of community and togetherness can
richness and equality. There was the famous still be felt by walking down the streets today.
Graham Court between 116th and 117th Street "I'm glad to see improvements" site said, "But
where only the well-to-do blacks lived. Yet. the our people are being forced out because of high
culture of Harlem and the Pompadours hair- rent." Harlem is a historical landmark that is
not considered as such. A lot 'of it has been tomstyles of the time were not limited to the rich.
Everybody was beautiful in his or her own down and replaced in the name ofimprovement
and development- (That is a topic for another
right.
Sumunye's appreciation of Harlem became article, but I just wanted to give you this quick
greater after she moved away. Her first move example ofhow Harlem is being stripped ofits
away from Harlem to Red Hook Brooklyn, identity). Sydenham Hospital had been a com-
placed her in' an advanced level interms of her munity hospital for as long as Sumunye could
studies, and was a "testimony to the teachers remember. Desp ite the picketing and demon-
and high standards of Harlem." She was living strating done by the members of the communi-
in Brooklyn, when a firecracker burned down. ty, it was closed down during tile Ed Koch
administration. Since it was closed down
because it was not making money. it was
replaced by a senior citizen center, which of
course would be a perfect source of profit. The
lesson of this conversation: Hospitals are busi-
nesses just like everything else in America.
(Truthfully. I never thought of hospitals as
such.) Yet, I was calmed by the mention of
Eugene McCabe, a black man who built North
General Hospital on 120th street for the ser_-_
vices of the black. community.
"History rewards all research," sbe said to me
quoting Malcolm. Yet, I like to think of it the
other way· around., "All research rewards histo-
ry." If I have not sought this woman and tried
to research, I would have never gotten the his-
tory, as they say, right out of the horse's mouth.
I would have probably walked around knowing
Harlem only as the place where the Harlem
Renaissance took place. The last and certainly
not .the least of my lessons, besides how to get
back home from the hospital, was that there
was so much [ did not know. Thankfully, 1 like
asking questions, which means I can at least get
some answers. C
her apartment-on July 4th 1983. 'Fortunately.
the Housing Department assigned her an apart-
ment in Harlem. Returning to her old neigh-
borhood, she realized that the color and love of...:
Harlem was not to be found elsewhere. That's
when she vowed to permanently return to the
place where her children felt the history and
culture which reflects their African heritage. "I
grew to be afraid of Harlem" she admits, when
1asked as to the changes of Harlem in the 80's.
She remembers thinking "black folks don't
know how to act anymore", after reading and
watching the negative images being painted by
clueless journalists who saw what they wanted
to see.
a
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- Due to the high buildings surrounding the ten:' .
ernent, sunlight was very scarce. "That is why
mother would take us on the Double Decker
bus on what is now Adam Clayton Powell
Blvd., to Central Park; to get some sun and
greenery," said Sumunye, remembering vividly
every detail of the ride.
At the time this interview took place,
Sumunye was in the hospital with a bad cold
that required visitors to wear a mask in her
presence. However. instead of lying down and
resting, Sumunye was sitting up in a sofa sur-
rounded by newspapers and engulfed in a book
on her lap. I guess sickness does not prevent
one from seeking knowledge, especially if it is
the knowledge of one's heritage, or if it is writ-
ten by an "African brother or sister" in
Sumunye 's case.
Her love of school and learning was some-
thing instilled in her at P.S. 10, her elementary
school in Harlem, (now a fifteen story housing
complex for a day care facility). She gives
credit to her principal, Mrs. Block. who was not
black but always said: "no matter what the
conditions are, every child must be taught."
Under that motto, children were brought up
under the discipline and strict education of
teachers like Sumunyes 2nd grade teacher;
Mrs. Palmer (the only black teacher she ever
had in her life). - ---
There was also an atmosphere ofelegance and
sophistication that young men and women were
taught at the time either in school or at home.
Girls. of course, never wore pants. "We wore
pretty dresses with a handkerchief pinned to
our lower shoulders so that when a nose ran, we
could easily wipe." Schools did not require
uniforms except on assembly days. That is.
when you would see a flock of girls with blue
skirts, white shirts, red ties, and probably
matching ribbons in' their hair it was assembly.
day. The togetherness and harmony of the
neighborhood reminded me of my own neigh-
borhood in Asmara, Eritrea, where safe'v was




By Menachem M. Green
Me m o i r s
Last week there were a few good points made
in the article ., What Bush's Triumph Means
For Africa." However. I cannot agree with all
the points made by Mr. Owade. One point that
really agitaded me was "just as America has
helped uplift the emerging economies of
Eastern Europe, the Third world too has a right
to ask for similar treatment:' You see, every
country has a right to ask for help but. that does
not mean that since the U.S. helped one coun-
try. it has to help every country..
Mr. Owade also stated that Mr. Bush "cannot
3 nord to stand by and watch just because [he]
has inherited an already rich... country:' First
of all, he didnot inherit an already rich coun-
try. he was elected to run an already rich coun-
l rv. Secondly, why can't Mr. Bush afford to
.I ust stand by and watch? After all you did state
that "Africa is no big deal economically:'
Now. moving on to the responsenses to "No
Religion:' I strongly feel that the authors of
these two responses totally ingnored the point
that Ms. Neira was making. The truth is to this
\ er:: moment there is still no proof that a God
ex isis. \Ve <10 not know for sure. Mr
Ferrarella, the author of "Response To No
Rclig ion" stated that "God is resposible for all
\)r these wonders" refering to the earth and the
\1-..:: How exactly' do you know this Mr.
lcrrarella? The answer is. you do not. You can
,ls~ume. you can hope. but you do not know for
sure.
I suggest that everyone read Ms. Neira's
response (page 15) to these two imbeciles. C
Th .. ressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and dc:rnot necessarily represent the opinions of The TIcker editorial staff. The TIcker accepts only
ty e o~:ons ;:~gned opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
pe;V~. en an 51than 350 words typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request.. Writers
~~~lld~v~:~yand evening ~lephonenumbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
:\s a contribution to Black History Month. I
decided to do a story about Harlem in the eyes
ot a "Harlernite.' My experience in compiling
t he story was truly an educational. history les-
SDn. and I thought I should share it with you.
t he first thing I learned was that the correct
name for February was African Heritage
Month. That made sense as it is a month where
the heritage of African-Americans is celebrat-
ed. The woman that you are about to read
about is an African-American who celebrates
her African Heritage all year round, and prefers
to be called an African. Therefore, it is only
right that we refer to her by her African name.
Surnunye, which means, "where ever we are,
"1e are one people".
From the moment she started to fumble and
stumble on her feet, until she wore those pretty
dresses and ribbons in her hair, she lived in
Ilarlem. She lived in apartment 3R in a tene-
m ent on 117th street near a park once caIl~d
Dewey Square. .The lack of television meant
that kids usually played outdoor games like
\Irs. Mary Mack, Jacks, Kick the Can, and
jump rope. They would also skate around in
their metal skates ( also referred to as Chicago
skates), or scoot around in a late 40's or early
SIrs model of 1he now famous -scoeter, The
mothers would go shopping for natural vegeta-
blcs and fruits in the "market," which stretched
from I IOth to 11 6th street. The kids would
either go along 'with their mother or circle the.
man in the white hat and coat named "Tiny
Ti m .. who sold ice cream in a cart. There was,
even plenty of time for play and family activi-
ties on the weekends. The mothers would go to
the market and the kids would do their own
shopping at Woolworth's for 5 cent coloring
books or paper dolls while candy filled their
mouths or lay hidden in their pockets. The left
over candy would then be consumed while
watching one of the weekly movie serials for a
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Rays ofLight
- Dennis Slavin,
Associate Dean of The Weissman School ofArts and Sciences on
the late Professor Ariel Bird
"He had a real sense ofwhat the students wanted
and understood where they were coming from, "
Who~ to Blame?
Whether we like it or not, Baruch College can actually be a place oflearning.
Sure, there are times when we are sitting at a desk, cursing our miserable luck for having put us into a
class with a professor that appears to be lost in his or her self-delusions.
Ofcourse, it's a rare thing but when you are lucky enough and perhaps smart enough to register into a
class that is taught by an extraordinary professor, then you know why Baruch College is said to be the flag-
ship ofthe CUNY system.
A great professor, in any subject, is the secret to enjoying a class. The professor is also the single most
important person taking part in the learning process. It is through this person that a student will learn the
science ofphilosophy or the nuisances that go into the art ofacting or the history ofart.
When a professor dedicates himself to teaching his students, the effect on that pupil can be lasting.
Sometimes the student will not only leave the classroom with a sense ofhaving learned something, but with
a friend.
At an institution that is said to be cold and unfriendly, ther.e are still rays oflight that force themselves
through the cloudy skies.
Just last week, an editor, here at the Ticker realized that one ofhis oldprofessors passed away last semes-
ter. Although he had only taken one class with Professor Susan Spector, he felt deeply saddened by her
passing.
One may wonder how such a connection can be made, especially here at Baruch, but can such a ques-
lion be answered.
Perhaps those who knew Professor Robert Andrew Ariel and Professor Virgil Bird know the answer to
this question.
With the recent loss ofthese professors, many questions ofhave begun to surface. Will full-time or part-
time faculty replace them? How long will we have to wait for these replacements? Will their replacements
be dedicated to their students, or will they care more about research that holds more weight in receiving
tenure?
Although these questions are valid, perhaps the question we should be dealing with right now is, will
someone be able to replace them?
Professors Spector, Bird and Ariel gave of themselves well beyond the limits of teaching. All three will
be dearly missed and long remembered by their many friends, colleagues and the students who s lives they
brightened.
The high school shootings happening all over America have now become a discourse that students accept
without any true justification oftheir actions,
Once again, gunshots have echoed in high schools on both coasts creating another "Columbine incident".
This time, the shooter, Charles Andrew Williams was a 15-year-old boy who shot and killed two students
and wounded 12 others with a .22-caliber handgun in a high school in Santee, Cal. This student was report-
ed sporting a mischievous smile when he surrendered to the police, an evidence ofindifference that sealed
his fate. .
Most ofus won't hesitate to agree that this hoy should be tried as an adult because his actions ended in
the loss oftwo lives. but is there a motive behind the deadly acts ofaggressionfrom teenage students in mid-
dle class America?
The similarity in all these school shootings is that the students have boasted about their actions to friends
andfamilies before actualizing their plans. Incredibly enough, mostfriends andfamily members turn a deaf
ear to the menacing claims ofthese students.
That still does not justify the logic behind these heinous acts.
Who s to blame then? Is it the usual scapegoats the media seems to have parents salivating over? The
never-ending cliches ofvideo games, movies, music, drugs and badparenting. Or will it be the "hard time"
given "to those kids "-by high school bullies this time?
No matter what excuse is sought after by mainstream media, high school students have found a new way
to handle their so-calledproblems by "the way ofthe gun. " This is a vicious and systematic trend that has
spread almost as fast as wildfire since the 1996 shooting in Moses Lake, Wash., by Barry Loukaitis, a stu-
dent who went inside a math class and shot three fellow students.
To top it off this was the trigger effect that propagated this sickening trend even in a Catholic school, set-
ting the event that occurred on March 7th. A 14-year-old girl intentionally shot a classmate with a .22-cal-
iber. hitting her in the shoulder.
Interesting how both shooters used the same caliber for their handguns. Is this trend taking a copy-cat
effect or is this one of those weird coincidences?
(if course, the police put a lid on the stories, making it impossible for the public to get justified answers
DI::'CaUSe ofthe killers' ages.
vVe say to hell with that, ifthese kids are willing to go on a rampage and kill people then they shouldpro-
vide valid reasons wb»:
\..-
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tion, (although it is hard to speculate on \..hat
was is on the mind of a mentally unstabl per-
son), was not to force his religion onto him but
rather, to test his faith. After all, shouldn't fol-
lowers of an institutionalized religion that
believes in "God" or "an afterlife," have no fear
of death? There is no doubt his actions were
wrong. Yet, his death serves to demonstrate that
one must die before finding out if religion
delivers.
Finally, the "Re: No Religion" written by
Michaef FerrarelJa is the precise example of a
religious-person painting us a 1'OSY pteture'~
how religion is meant to be and how we could
make it work for us. J expected such answers
as ..the evidence is everywhere:' which Mr.
Ferrarella pointed out in his article. E" idence
of what? To say "God" created everything and
dismiss evolution is ridiculous. Taking Mr.
Ferrarella's advice, 1 will create my "own rela-
tionship with God"- that being none.
What I have to say is simple: debating with
religious people is ineffective. It is immoral
and illogical for them to believe that there is no
God, and it is illogical and totally irrational for
people like myself to believe that there is. The
conversation becomes pointless and useless.
On a final note, Atheism does not offer the
rewards and punishment of a religion. We sim-
ply face the reality that there is no escaping the
harsh realities of life. I am not imposing my
beliefs on anyone; after all, I am not holding a
gun to your heard. Trust me, I won't pull the
trigger- religions pull them for you. . C
Atheism (unlike
religion) does not
claim to have magic
solutions to problems
agenda. Citizens' tax dollars are used to pro-
vide religious organizations with free services,
while the religions openly influence and peti-
tion the government on a variety of issues
which effect us all.
In addition, Mr. Lo Pinto, with a religious
standing "still at question," claimed "I am a
Roman Catholic ... " For like most Catholics, he
was "baptized and confirmed." He went on to
further explain that he has not attended church
for "many years" and does not "conform to
many of the standings of the Roman Catholic
Church." For instance, "no sex before mar-
riage" and the use of "contraceptives and abor-
tion." I do believe and agree that no religious
doctrines should be forced upon tile general
public; no one has the right to tell a woman
what to do with her womb. Yet, you cannot go
around calling yourself a Catholic if you do not
believe in your Catholic doctrines.
Mr. Lo Pinto continued by giving us the
Colorado shooting incident as an example of
someone forcing his or her religion onto others.
Here a student was asked, "Do you believe in
God?" while a gun was pointed at him.
Responding "Yes," the student was shot. 1
believe the reason the killer asked such a ques-
tile April 20, 1999 shooting at Columbine High
School in Littleton, Colorado. does not sub-
stantiate claims that gunmen specifically tar-
geted Christian youngsters during their killing
spree, or murdered one student after she
expressed her belief in a deity. There is a sec-
tion of the report, which covers the seven and a
half minutes that the gunmen spent in the
Columbine High School library, aad the
encounter with Cassie Bernall, the student
Anthony refers to. At one point Eric Harris
proceeded to a nearby library table designated
"table 19" in the report. "where he bent down
and saw two frightened girls. He slapped the
tabletop twice, said "Peek-a-boo," and fired.
killing Cassie Bernall.
There is no indication of an exchange
between Harris and Bernall, including the
alleged interrogation where Bernall is asked
about her religious views. From the report. it
seems that a combination of factors may
account for the attributions regarding Bemall
and her alleged conversation with her killer.
Eric Harris. C
By Ses ge Royter
By Nelly M. Neira
The Unspeakable
Dispel the Ignorance
In my time spent so far in Baruch, I have met
many fellow students who, like Anthony, mis-
understood Atheism as a religion (or never
bothered to try to uaderstand) anci had only the-
istic stereotypes about Atheists. I have also
met people like Ms. Ne~ autllcr of the origi-
nal article, who somewhat incorTectJ.y attacked
religion. Now, when talking about specific
religions, religions whose doctrines, or inter-
pretations of, have led to specific actions or
crimes against humanity; there of course, needs
to be a strong response. The main point of this
reply however, is to dispel the ignorance and
lies behind what Atheism is and who Atheists
are.
There is a particular lie, in Anthony's article.
that I would like to address right !lOW. He men-
tions that a Student was shot because ofher reli-
gious views. The implications of this comment
are self-evident. However, a report issued by
the Jefferson County Sheriff's Department on
"Question boIdly, even the existence of God,"
Thomas Jefferson once said-, 1 have spoken out
against the unspeakable; the mani pulation, cor-
ruption, and irrationality of institutionalized
religion. The responses I received have neither
shocked nor moved me, but will serve to prove
my point even further.
I will begin with "A Philosophical Critique"
by Anthony Lo Pinto, a student majoring in
Philosophy at Baruch. Mr. Lo Pinto pointed
out in his response that he was not "an angry
zealous religious person" and that his religious
standing "at ihis time is still questioned." He
expressed his concern in my lack of knowledge
of religious history and of my so called ..'trying
to push and force ... atheism upon the readers."
He felt he wrote with "freedom bound by
laws ..;"
For starters, I want to make it clear that the
same "freedom bound laws" that allowed Mr.
Pinto to respond, allowed me to write my Op-
Eds piece questioning institutionalized reli-
gion, with no intention of pushing my so called
"atheist religion." I feel compelled to explain
to Mr. Pinto that Atheism means "without god-
ism." The word expresses a lack of belief.
Atheism (unlike religion) does not claim to
have magic solutions to problems, nor a God
that answers prayers. My suggestion, take your
own advice about writing with a la.ck of knowl-
edge.
Although I did not wish for my Op-Eds piece
to sound like a research paper, I must give more
detailed examples to my critics to prove my
knowledge of religious history. So here goes.
The history of religion is a history of bigotry
and violence. Religions for centuries have
been the driving force for the destruction and
persecution of many innocent people. For
instance, in the Christian religionthe killing of
misbelievers became a church principle during
the 4th Century as well as killing in the name of
God up to the 1700's.
Much of the same brutality has been common
in other religions as well. The Islamic religion
has its own long history of "Holy Wars" fought
to establish their beliefs through force. Hateful
. Christians, 'fUCled"by· the execution- of:Jesus 1)y
the Jews were a contributing factor to the holo-
caust and centuries of anti-Semitism. To say
that this is onIy true "maybe if we go back in
history some three to four hundred years ago"
is ridiculous. For even to this day, we can see
the violence and chaos religions cause around
the world.
Terrorism and ....holy wars" are regular fea-
tures of news broadcasts around the world.
Even when there is no apparent reason or obvi-
ous religious purpose, churches often get
involved and make their beliefs a part of the
justification to fight. An example is the ill treat-
ment of homosexuals by religious institutions.
Religious oppression is still in place even in
the most modem countries, even right here in
our very own America. People are still
required to take religious ["'God'''] oaths during
many legal or governmental proceedings.
Government officials and bodies regularly use
their power and authority to push a religious
text, we would get the answers wrong on the
exam. This was not said as a warning, but just
as a fact.
I should mention that the professor receives
a~most no help from the class. Most people just
Sit there like rocks, not even responding to
questions about understanding what is being
said or whether or not they have read the book.
The only person that speaks often is a young
guy who sometimes takes the class off onto
tangents and is told to quiet down by the other
students. At least he is trying. He is asking
questions while the rest just keep underlining.
Underline and you get an A You remain an
imbecile, but you get a good grade.
This class is probably the only opportunity
(required opportunity) for most of us to actual-
ly get a basic understanding of government as
we know it. Even though this is a low-level
class, it should be seen as ()ne of the most
important ones. I came into it excited by the
idea of getting to know a little more about our
political system, but now I doubt that much
will come. Imagine my disappointment after
getting all worked up over the Federalist
Papers, written over 200 years ago, and still
guides us today, it was sloughed off by the pro-
fessor as something we didn't need to know.
So, Mr. Chairperson, if YOLJ happen to read
this, who was that student that stopped by your
office? You did not ask my name and you did
not even ask me to give you any written infor-
mation about my concerns. How do you expect
me to understand that my concerns were going
to be looked into? It might please you to know
that after I left your office I felt like I had just
visited a police precinct to report on cop: all
information was placed in the circular file. It
did however make me understand a little more
the predicament that my instructor is in. Her
method most likely has its roots in a depart-
mental decision.
In any case, I feel cheated on several levels.
Firstly, that my Sundays are now boring and
bereft of political science enlightenment.
Secondly, that I paid for this boredom. Thirdly,
that my attempt at recourse left me feeling
powerless.
Is this what Political Science is supposed to
teach us? C
grounds for changing words within quotes;
doing otherwise is an egregious violation of the
rules an editor should follow.
Mr. Menachem mutilates the structure'of my
sentences, finding some bloody difficulty with
the usage of the colon. Instead, multiple sen-
tences are created, which, along with the addi-
tion of words not originally intended, further
changes the meaning of what is said. To his
credit, Mr. Menachem did eliminate excessive
word usage on my part. Unfortunately, this one
act of merit does not erase the deplorable vio-
lations ofeditorst criterion.
The worst disappointment of last issue's Op-
Eds page, even more so than Mr. Menachem's
errors, is that of the anonymous response to the
"Call and Response" articles. While reading
the article, my eyes widened with amazement.
Someone shares the same views as I, and has
articulated them in an exemplary piece that
makes complete sense all tbe way througtl.
There is noshing else that could be added to the
article to make it more effective than it already
is. When I finished the article and found it was
written by "anonymous," my heart sunk. How
could someone who has written such an
enlightened piece NOT sign their name to it'?
'My heart cries out! .
It is feasible that Africa is Beautiful, "Call
and Response" writer herself, wrote the col-
umn, which would be genius and a phenomenal
put-on. An author writing a thorough piece to
put down everything the author has spoken
about would be classic. However, if this is not
so, I invite the writer of this extraordinary arti-
cle to reveal his or herself. If I can say that I
agree wholeheartedly with such views, and put
my name next to such statement, you can claim
authorship of your writing!
I hope these difficulties will be remedied with
the utmost urgency. Now you know, and know-
ing is half tile battle. C
By Dam ian Griffin
Our government, and politics in general, real-
ly do not matter much. They affect our lives in
such a peripheral manner that we really need to
know only the bare minimum about its func-
tion. our rights, and our involvement in the
process. We cannot do anything about it any-
way. That is what I now believe the view of the
Political Science Department at Baruch
College must be.
On February 20th, 1 made a visit to the chair-
person of the Political Science Department,
carrying with me some concerns I had about an
American Government course I am taking. The
class meets once a week on Sunday for three
hours and has now become one of the most
dreaded time periods of my week. I don't
shrink from difficult or challenging material,
but I run like hell from boredom, a lack of
information, and, in this case, misinformation.
Perhaps I should fill you in on my concerns.
The class consists mainly of reading the text
in class, where we are told to underline key
phrases because they will be on the exam. The
organization of the class follows that of the
chapters of the book. Tenus and phrases are
used verbatim from the text, and little to no
other information is added. This class should be
a cinch if you just show up and underline
everything that you are told to.
There is a small problem about the instruc-
tor's depth of knowledge about the subject.
This does not mean that I doubt her intellect or
her preparation, because when she does start in
on a subject that she is interested in (like wel-
fare), the depth of knowledge and passion for
her work is evident. Rather, there seems to be
some gaps in the material at hand, that makes
things difficult. One example is the argument
0\ er 'Whether or not the minim urn wage was set
b:- the Federal government, (the student said
:- CS. she said no). Then there is the arguement
over whether or not freedom of speech in the
First amendment means that you could say
hurtful things about someone-she said no. I
don't know if this is due to a lack of experi-
ence. or if her strict adherence to the text bas
some how confused her. She even said that if
we did not believe or if we disagreed with the
By Michael Ferrarella
~oly Quackery
Numerous aspects of last issue's Op-Eds page
w ere indeed a vast disappointment. One does
not see what makes new Op-Eds Editor
Menachem Green the "Madman" he is referred
to as. All readers are undoubtedly anticipating
seeing the ....Madman" at his fullest in his
bimonthly articles.
Being Op-Eds editor means making sure all
articles appearing in the Op-Eds section have
the utmost accuracy in spelling and grammar.
Unfortunately, when having an apparent lack of
knowledge about the subject an author writes
about. Mr. Menachem fails in his editing
duties. I am referring to my own ....Response to
'No Religion" submission in which Mr.
Menachem butchered my exquisite command
of English Grammar.
The error based on Mr. Menachem's lack of
knowledge is the sentence that was meant to
read "The teaching of 'Fear ofGod' is equally
absurd" which was changed to "Fear God."
There isn't a religion that teaches "Fear God,"
but "Fear of God" is prevalent in Catholic and
Protestant religions, whose idea is that since
God is a ....higher power," one would show a
"fear" of God in order to show respect. The
example often given is that if God were to
show up at one's house, one would drop to their
knees in fear and respect of God. This notion
is the ultimate in absurdity. If God were to
show up at my house, I would shake God's
hand and invite God in for some Carvel ice
cream cake.
"Fear God" gives the idea that upon hearing
the word "God" one would be paralyzed with
fear. The simple omission of the word "of" in
my writing changes what the writer is saying,
which is something an editor is not meant to do.









move on with no sign of pain and refrain from
assassinating one's character. Again, some
argued it's the fault of the ladies, because they
appear to be arrogant. This is not true.
Nigerian ladies understand their potential and
values, therefore, are not cheap to come by.
Remember, these are ladies with glittering
ebony skin, radiant eyes and dazzling smiles. 1
call them "coin of gold" because their bodies
remind me of the sun's reflection when it sets in
places like Ilesha, Onitsha, and Ibusa.
The ultimate goal is to put a veil on our dif-
ferences and come together as a team. Then you
all will agree with me, that there is a great deal
to benefit from this platform. We can also orga-
nize picnics, twice during the summer, and
share good food and recipes. In case you for-
get, guys like me have a lot to learn on how to
make rich foods like Egusi, Gbegiri ati Ewedu,
Efo-riro, etc. I miss home! How about you?
Therefore, we can create a little home away
from home in Baruch. In this case, if you feel
all the above-mentioned goodies are not
enough to make you join the association, you
can also come down and make enemies. Come
and let us agree to disagree. There is a reason
for every Nigerian student in Baruch to partici-
pate? Don't you think we owe it, as duty to
ourselves to give the association a deserved
second chance? C
Community
a common platform for us to air our views on
numerous issues as they affect our lives. Under
the association's umbrella, we are bound to
have a united voice that will catapult us to a
position as one of the most influential student
bodies. This is not limited to Baruch College
alone; it is just the beginning of a chain of
events that will have a major impact in whatev-
er endeavor we choose to embark on in the
future.
We can create our own Napster under the
association. We all do understand that music
and movies made by Nigerian artists are expen-
sive. When I say Nigerian artists, 1don't mean
Sade Adu and Seal. 1 am talking about the real
artists, such as Fela Anikulapo - Kuti, Osita
Osadebe, Sunny Ade, and many more. It is dif-
ficult, if not impossible, for a single Nigerian
Student in Baruch to lay claim on the acquisi-
tion of CD's made by the few artist'sI men-
tioned above. However, this feat can be
attained under the associatien, Our coming
together would trigger the creation of a strong
data bank of information. of which music
swapping will just be a fraction.
In addition, it can be used for what I always
link to my favorite principle in Financial
Accounting, the Matching principle. Although
there have been arguments within some quar-
ters, the idea will not be tolerated since it was
what led to the demise of the association. They
are absolutely wrong about the matching prin-
ciple. In fact, I suggest for it to be prioritized.
If, in the course ofone of the regular gatherings
or social events, you are interested in someone,
go for it. Do it with respect and dignity,
because the outcome may depend on your
course of approach. You have to be willing to
accept the outcome, negative or positive, and
Murtala Mohammed airport, waving good bye
to family and friends amidst tears of joy and
pain, we must have witnessed the importance
of family and friends. We must have known or
experienced how we embrace a communal set-
ting via a family, village, town and in some
cases, state meetings. So lets us tarry for a
while and do some pondering on why we are
discarding a more fruitful practice in place of a
frustrating and senseless style of living.
You go to work in the morning, come to
school at the end of the day, depending on what
your class schedule allows, and end up at home.
On getting home, you put on the television hop-
ing to find something entertaining, which you
may find in some rare occasion and start laugh-
ing all by yourself like a fool. What is more
heart breaking than that, especially when you
are used to having a lot of friends and family.
Then, you turn to your overstressed phone and
start making calls to the closest person you
know, perhaps in far away California, who
might just be getting home from a long day's
work and turns down your call, since he or she
is not in the mood to talk. It should not have
been like that; if only you sacrificed a little time
in attendance of the Nigerian students gathering
at Baruch. It would have saved you a lot of
money on that long distance call, since most
Nigerian students reside in the New York area
There are other reasons why you should par-
ticipate in this initiative. The best way of under-
standing this situation is when you think of
what you can offer toward the realization of
this goal of unity. Therefore, it is when you
come in with the sense ofsowing that your face
is smelt with surprises as to how fast comes the
fruit of your labor. We can do a lot as a united
combined force. The association can be used as
By Onunaku Ozo-Augustine
My fellow Nigerians, today I stand before you
as an advocate with a difficult cause to prove to
you. It may improve or mar our coexistence as
a community for life, depending on your ver-
dict. Those of us that have resuscitated and con-
tinue to nurture the growth of the Nigerian
community within the college are full time stu-
dents like every one of us. They took it upon
themselves and worked relentlessly to bridge
the gap between each and every Nigerian
Student in Baruch College Just like most of
us. they do have business to tend to. and yet.
that in no way kiledl their zeal for the enhance-
ment of chances and present conditions of stu-
dents from their motherland. Now you may be
asking. "what has that got to do with me?" I
\\ ill tell vou this; vou have a lot to benefit from
"" ""
the National Association of Nigerian Students
(NANS). Baruch College chapter. In fact, you
have nothing to lose in this endeavor. for unit-
ed we stand in the spirit of true Nigerians. This,
of course is our only way forward. Hence, I
keep telling us we are wrong. when we cry and
advocate for a confederate state in the sense
that federalism has failed us. No, federalism
did not fail us! We just went along with it and
at the same time ignored the all-important con-
cept of Nigerians. If we. as the future of our
country, still nurse a dream of reviving our ail-
ing political structure, we might as well
embark on the strength of togetherness. The
only way to get to this goal is to tum away from
our individualistic behavior and embrace one
another with a sense of pride and dignity of
w hich our culture stipulates.
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have a chance to mingle before the actual event,
making them feel at home. .
Something Blue Inc., Mr. Turner states, seeks
clients that are "Black and Latino individuals;
young adults just getting out of college, just
getting their first big time job... it's a huge
business because they are ready to spend
money relax and unwind, in a safe, comfort-
able, and familiar atmosphere." This is the tar-
get group of Something Blue Inc.: the young
urban professionals of the community.
Besides using their website to promote the
company and gain customers, Something Blue
Inc. employees truly believe in networking and
intra-networking as the key to their marketing
strategy.
Networking has been a major source of doing
business for many years and this will continue
into the future. Mr. Turner knows well the
necessity of good communications skills for
business and networking success.
In this type of business, Something Blue Inc.
encounters a lot of competition and for contin -.
uous success, they need to stay fresh and new.
Something Blue Inc. must have a strategy to
beat its competitors, Turner's tactics in han-
dling competitor's is to "keep your friends
close and keep your enemies closer in this par-
ticular business."
Something Blue retains archives of infonna-
tionontheir competitors such.as flyers~.R9s.~r.:s~_
and radio ads. The team analyzes and devises
strategies with this information in mind to find
ways to "execute tremendous events" with less
manpower and less money; to beat the compe-
tition. Something Blue Inc. is gaining a com-
petitive advantage with less time and experi-
ence and there's more in store for Something
Blue Inc.
Mr. Turner is becoming a successful entre-
preneur, and started out in the same humble
ways as other famous American entrepreneurs.
Before Something Blue Inc. was ever a thought
in Mr. Turner's head, he had a bike repair shop
at the age of thirteen. This flash preview into
the business world was exactly that, a flash; as
soon as the shop opened, it closed because his
inventory was depleted before his revenue had
a chance to generate. At that time he was unfa-
miliar with the "keys to a successful business"
and learned valuable lessons through his
experiences.
There are a few characteristics inherently
needed to be a successful entrepreneur. First is
self-confidence and a clear dream of the busi-
ness and vision to make it become a reality and
very important too is confidence and of course
Company Something Blue Is
Singing Anything, But the Blues
by Mijrane Belizaire
Contributing Writer
Some people would I ike to own a business.
They want the opportunity to be their own boss,
but few have the vision. drive, and patience
necessary to build a successful business.
Ninety-seven percent of businesses in
America are considered small businesses by the
Small Business Administration; only twenty
percent of those are successful in the long run,
depending on which statistic you look at.
Fortunately for Alec "Atlas" Turner, CEO of
Something Blue Incorporated, his company is
among that twenty percent.
Part ofthe company's mission statement is to
"deliver quality, upscale entertainment in a
variety of different forms, most efficiently, and
with the ever evident touch of class.
Something Blue, Inc. promises to continue to
provide total event management, promotions,
and entertainment solutions to young urban
professionals of color.
Mr. Turner, who is a graduate of Baruch
College and a member of the Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity, named the company after one of the
colors of his fraternity, "The title," he says,
"implies the backing of the Sigma's:'
According to the Small Business
Administration, Something Blue Inc. has been
an· S-eorpeRltioR· since December 13~ 2000;
however, Turner has been constructing the
company, raising capital and building his clien-
tele since 1996. In this short period and with
less than 25 employees, Something Blue Inc.
has become competitive with older and larger
companies such as Black & Gold, X-Men and
Gator Productions just to name a few.
Something" Blue is the new, young face of
competition among promotion & management
companies which target "young urban profes-
sionals" in New York. Something Blue Inc.'s
style and quality of service in handling its
client's needs separates it from the competition.
Mr. Turner calls Something Blue Inc. his
"baby," obviously referring to how dear the
company is to him. Therefore, paying close
attention to "detail" and having a "family-ori-
ented" work environment gives Something
Blue Inc. that competitive edge that's helped it
and continue to help it strive to the top.
Something Blue Inc. makes the client to feel
like partof the company family or an extended
family member. Every event that Something
Blue Inc. has coordinated has been with the
feelings of the customer in mind. Clients are
constantly in dialogue with management and
,
At right: For followers of news pertain-
ing to Napster and the regulation of the
online music business. here is a diagram
illustrating how the approximately $15
spent on a compact disc is distributed in
the production and selling process.
The retailer's fnarkup is the largest sum
contributing to the price, follwed by the
marketing and promotion of the cd, fol-
lowed by the distributor'S markup.
It is evident that the making and sale of
compact discs is a profitable industry for
many.
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By David Martinez
familiar, andjnuch missed face. Long term,
Toronto will be reaping the rewards, but for
now, let the Knicks think they got the best of
the deal.
Speaking of deals, Patrick Ewing and his
jolly green Seattle self is coming back to the
Garden in his first game since being traded
away Seattle. It is amazing how he insists
on calling Madison Square Garden "home"
after the way he was treated. He gave the
Knicks his best years, and his knees to boot,
only to come out empty handed. Where are the
rings? Where was Ewing's support when he
and his Knicks were closing in on World
Championships? Ewing got used up and
tossed like an aging racehorse heading to the
glue factory. He gave the Knicks his best, and
they gave him nagging injuries and no trades to
support his championship drives. Boy, I wish I
had a home like yours, Pat!
Expect Ewing to pull one more great game
out of his aging body for this one. I am calling
a double double in his "home" court and a
Sonic win. As much as I hated the man when
he Was a Knick, I got to give him his props
baby. He is a Hall of Fame kind of guy. -
Sad news from the world of the NHL, former
Islander and Maple Leaf stand out defensemen
Bryan Berard has given up his fight to come
back from a brutal eye injury last year. Bryan
Berards right eye met Marian Hossa's stick
March 11, 2000 in a game against Ottawa,
causing Berard to see only shapes from that
eye. He could not pass the leagues minimum
20/400 vision test. The NHL under its dis-
ability insurance payment will shell out $6
million Berards way for the injury.
Berard was 'always able to spark my attention
when he played on the Island, A young man
with a soft touch and a ripping slapper, Berard
looked like the stuff that All Stars and dare I
say Hall of Faniers were made of.. I have
always ·been a huge fan of Berar(l, as be was
.-iJways~my .eyes;one -orffi~Jastm a+aymg "
breed of good quality offensive defensernen,
and he deserves nothing but happiness from his
life. Get better Bryan.
This goes out to the Ranger fans. Alexei
Kovalev. 62 games played, 39 goals. 38
assists, 77 points. Is he still the flashy under
achiever puck hog you always thought he
would be?
And another thing to the Rangers. You cru-
cify him when he is in nets and playing sub par
but when you lose him for the season, you hail
him to have been your last hope. I am sure
Mike Richter appreciates the loyal fans. Now
you will won't even get behind your new start-
ing goalie Kirk McLean. I can asure you the
Rangers could have Hasek starting and
Brodeur backing him up and the fans would
still be on the goalies cases. Give McLean a
chance. Stand behind your team, even if it
means rooting for a guy that has the personali-
ty of a dented thimble. Be loyal for crying out
loud!
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Let the vultures prey! That's right! Let them
pick apart the carcass of the recently .d~eased
and let each slimy, filthy clump sell for mil-
lions! Watch in disgusted awe as dirt bags
from all across the United States and beyond
line up in a frantic, maniacal trance to dig up
every last piece! Yes folks, it is the Home
Shopping Network, and bless their lucky stars,
Dale Earnhardt has left memorabilia behind
to sell away!
This garbage makes me sick. Couldn't these
scumbags have at least waited till the body was
dragged out of the car before they started their
sell off? You have a family mourning over the
loss of thei father and millions of NASCAR
fans still shedding tears over probably the
greatest NASCAR driver of all time, and these
scavengers pretend to feel sorry, as they sell
away merchandise at a tastelessly alarming
rate.
"We are truly saddened by the passing of
Dale Earnhardt, so in his honor, we are going
to sell off all of his memorabilia exclusively.
Now as we all hang our heads in this hour of
sadness, and shed out tears, we should put two
minutes on the clock and for only $19.99, pay
tribute to this legend. BE DIALING PEOPLE!
BE DIALING! ONLY ONE MINUTE AND
THIRTY SECONDS, ONE MINUTE AND
THIRTY SECONDS TO BUY THIS DEAD
MANS DRAWERS, SO BE DIALING!"
Snaky sons of bitches. It truly makes you
w onder to what extent people will go to tum a
buck.
Sorry, but that is all the ranting on that sub-
j ect. Any more, and I will be on Antacids for
weeks to come.
Sticking with NASCAR though, in an ironic
twist of fate, Dale Earnhardt Inc.'s Steve rsteve·PSrk's·WIii··i'-JUifthe·iiijiliiii·iiig'o,'the··heaiiiig·proces·s··u·oa'ie·eamhanlfinc~'·goes·2·
Parks found himself in the winners circle at :for 2 In NASCAR competition. (photos! espn.com)
the Dura-Lube 400 at Rockingham, making , ,. '.' ' ''''.' '.'.'''.' ".'.' ' ".. , '., '.,."." ,", ,., ,..", ,.. ', , , , _.: .
DEI 2 for 2 so far. 'This was described by many New York. The city was abuzz with the Mark Childs, and surrender a num~-~pick; for
as the beginning to the heating 'process;'amt I· . - 3'acKsoo- ariQ1Wiigsy BOgUes ror-etifiS--cMtcIs·-··h_t\.Vo-atbrems~ ttave atleady sart dJeir best
couldn't agree more. It is rare to see a man eel- and a number one pick trade. though -fda rec- days. ,- A short term solution- fOr'The KnicJCS?
cbrate and shed tears of joy like he did. It was ognize that Jackson is probably one of the best Not at all. This is just a PR move to satisfy the
a beautiful thing and a tribute to the fallen leg- passers in the game, he hasn't been producing. Knick fans out there by bringing in an old,
end, Like Park said, "Dale was with me He is old, and he is slow. You give up Chris
today." Who am I to argue?
Well, after two weeks ofstarting off this col-
umn with NASCAR news, lets kick it off to
another league that takes it to the extreme. The
XFL. At this point in time. Vince McMahon
and Dick Ebersol must be hemoraging from
ori fices they didn't even know they had.
Though I still stand firmly behind my opin-
IOn that the XFL is truly an entertaining prod-
uct that can only be improved upon, the rest of
the U.S. audience seems to be thinking other-
Wise,
From their 10 plus opening day rating, the
XFL sank to an all time low at 2.9 this past
weekend on NBC. Things are going so terribly
with the league that ,NBC has decided to pull
the pre-game show hosted by Opie and
Anthony of WNEW due to the cost of the
shows production, rumored to be around
$50.000 a show. When a show costs that much
to put on the air. and you are not producing rat-
ings. you get the boot and are replaced by
another more entertaining show, which ill this
case. is Access Hollywood. I would rather see
cheerleaders and have some laughs than watch
million dollar screen idols having their lives
exploited on a two-bit wanna-be show-mag.,
but that's just me. I guess the ratings jugger-
naut known as Access Hollywood would be the
perfect intro to three hours of smash mouth
football. Yes, great thinking.
Though the floundering league seems to.be
on its own self-destruct mode, pulling the plug
on the pre-game show may be all the XFL real-
Iy needs to detonate ahead ofschedule. With a
lead in that is so far from the demographic that
the XFL aims for, I would not be surprised if
the ratings fall once again this coming week.
The league's play has been better week after
week and some games were down right excit-
ing, but it just seems that it is too little, too late.
Now with the rumors of a possible Lawrence
Taylor surfacing, can McMahon pull' this
dying league back out from the brink of its
grave plot? Only time will tell. I am still not
counting McMahon out.
Now onto the beloved Knickerbockers of
presents a
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important that we win some games, finish the
season strong and stay healthy. If these things
happen, I like my chances going into the tour-
nament! But right now we. are concentrating
on defeating our next opponent, Hunter".
The game against Hunter will be a true test of
what the team is capable of. The Statesmen's
next home games are: March 12 against Hunter
at 7pm, March 14 against Lehman at 7pm,
March 17 against John Jay at l Zpm and March
21 against York at 7pm. The game against
Brooklyn which was rescheduled because of
that HUGE SNOW STORM has not been
given a date yet. Come out and support your
school! All home games are played in the
gymnasium in the 23rd street building.
See you at the garnes!
Men's baseball season begins. Is this the
year that they win it all? At press time, the
team is in Tennessee for spring training!
The men's basketball team qualified for the
ECAC tournament - how did they play?
The intramural basketball season is about to
begin .:who are the major players? If you
haven't signed up yet, go to the seventh floor
balcony of the 23rd street building and do so!
.~
..-:....
The Statesmen had a great season
Statesmen lost to Brooklyn in a tough set that
went the distance: 27-30 (L). 3D-21 (W), 17·30
(L), 30-20 (W), and 16-18 (L), and lost to
Ramapo in three games: 19-30, 29-31, and 2S-
30. The Statesmen then went on a two game
winning streak defeating Suny Purchase in
three games: 30-18, 30-8, and 3D-13; the team
then defeated NYCTC in similar fashion: 3()-
19, 30-16, and
30-26.
Sure the team is not above .500, but it has the
tools and even more importantly, it appears the
team is beginning to play in the style that is
conducive to winning. With the CUNYsiess
than a month away, the Statesmen appear ready
to make a serious run.
According to coach Richard Mei, "It is very
session! Moreover, the garnesare no longer 15
but the first to 30. A match is still decided by
what team wins the best of five games (three-
out-of-five). Should a match be forced to the
fifth and deciding game - that last game is first
to 15 points and all games must be won by two
points.
The Statesmen have shown real character by
not allowing the distractions to engender a
defeatist style of play. Instead, the Statesmen
are right in the middle of the pack with an
overall 8-8 record and a 4-4 CUNY record.
The Statesmen are paced by their tri-eaptains
and hitters/setters: graduate student, Pei-Chi
"Page" Tsai; junior, Yianni Michaelides; and
the athletic junior, Chris Waldman.
Since last issue, the team has gone 2-2. The
Initially. the Baruch men's volleyball tearn
has had to struggle at the beginning of the sea-
son because some of its players got injured and
will most likely not be back for the remainder
of the season. There was also the issue of
adjusting to the new rules.
This year, points are tabulated as "rally points".
In the old model a team could only score if it
were serving. But what would happen some-
times is a team would not score on its serve and
tum the ball over to its opponent, who would
also not score. This would and could go on for
a ridiculous amount of time.
The change allows the game to be more excit-
ing and much faster. Under the new rules. a
team can score without having served which
means that someone will score on every pos-
NEW RULES, OUR STATESMEN ADJUST
March 12,. 2001
The men's volleyball team posing together before a game. The team has struggled early on due to injury to three of their star players. Undaunted, the Statesmen toil on led by tri-eap-
tains Page Tsai, Yanni Michaelides and Chris Waldmann. At press time, the Statesmen have an even .500 record in CUNY and overall. (photo! Baruch Press)
NEXT ISSUE:
Coach of the year for the second straight year, Ray Rankis, ins~uctinghis team on what play to run.
marred by their 'first round exit in the CUNY tournament, (PROTOI Baruch Press)
_.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Forget
everyone eJse, its you turn to be the main attrac-
tion! Take that center stage, speak freely and
intelligently! Don't hold back at all, and show the
world how talented you can really be when give
the chance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Its time to
curl up in a ball for a while and take the beating
you deserve. All the things you have done
wrong to othe~ may come back to haunt you.
plai ning about the fact that there is no Swedish
and Mongolian Studies Department I am still
very much interested in the whereabouts of the
department and hope that students will get
involved in the effort of restoring a necessary
section of the school. On that note, my children,
I will leave you until next time. Remember, this is
not the news; ifs just the truth. Peace!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20). Thing~ never
truly recover after a horrible birthday experience.
Weather the storm the' best you can, and soon
you will be a happy swimming fish once more!
~
Ablonde went into aworld-wide message cen-I
ter to send a message to her mother overseas]
When the man told her it would cost $300, she!
exclaimed, "But I don't have any money. But I'd l
do ANYTHING to get a message to my mother."!
The man arched an eyebrow (as we would!
1
expect). "Anything?" he asked. "Yes, yes, any-]
. thing," the blonde promised. "Well then, justfol-j
l
low me," said the man as he walked towards the~
j
next room.The blonde did as she was told and\
followed the man. "Come in and close the dOOf,"
the man. said: S.he did: He !hen s,aid, '."Nmy, ~et
on your knees." She did. "Now, take down my
zipper." She did. "Now go ahead ... take it out."
he said. She reached in and grabbed it with both
hands ... then paused. The man closed his eyes l
and whispered, "Well ... go ahead." The blonde!
l
slowly brought her mouth closer to it, and whilej
holding it close to her lips, tentatively said,I
"Hello, Mom can you hear me?" j
l
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). A pow-
erful attraction to aperson io school or the office
will lead to some of the most satisfying sex you
will ever have. A surprise from your past is also
seen!
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Adear one is
starting to flake off. Forg~t them. Once you do,
oppurtunities like you have never known will fall
right in your lap. This one action will open your
eyes.
one care? I have heard several students in the
halls speaking about it, so I am surE that some
students still care. I am not Black or Hispanic,
and I honestly couldn't care less about the-
department, but we are attending a CUNY school
and there are many Negroes and South
Americans who attend the school and the want to
learn about the very heritage they live in. I guess
tt1at is why there are not that many people com-
.I.his Week's H..o.1t.e.sUorward.......!__
Title: FWD: ...Blonde Joke of the Year!!!!!!
Dear Son,
I'm not saying that you 'do' sleep with Julie.
and I'm not saying that you 'do not' sleep with
Julie. But the fact remains that if she were sleep-
ing in her own bed, she would have found the
gravy ladle by now...
Love, Mom
Dear Mother,
I'm not saying you 'did' take a gravy ladle from
my house, and I'm not saying you 'did not' take
a gravy ladle. But the fact remains that one has
been missing ever since you were here for din-
ner...
Love, John
Several days later, John received a letter from his
mother, which read:
•
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Stay home! All
week! This is NOT the time to do anything risky!
Stay very cautious with all your decisions, and
think your actions through!
John invited his mother over
for dinner. During the meal, his
mother couldn't help noticing
how beautiful John's roommate
Julie happens to be. She had
long been suspicious of a rela-
tionship between John and his
stunning blond roommate and
lthis made her even more curi-
ous. Over the course of the
evening, while watching the two
iinteract, she started to wonder if
;
[there was more between John
c
land his roommate than met theceye. Reading his mom's
thoughts, John volunteered. "I
know what you must be thinking,
but I assure you, Julie and I are
just roommates." About a week
later,Julie came to John and
said, "Ever since your mother
came to dinner, I've been unable
to find the beautiful silver gravy
ladle. You don't suppose she took it, do you?"
John said, "Well, I doubt it, but I'll write her a
letter justto be sure." So he sat down and wrote:
CANCER (June 22-July 22). Follow your
friends in a risky money making venture. Trust
in the kindness of a friendly face. The eyes of
fate may be looking positively on you.
The "Call and Response" section does, how-
ever, have me wondering about something else.
What ever happened to the Black and Hispanic
Studies Department? Is it still around? Does any-
VI RGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You know what
you are capable of, but you always set up invis-
ibl e walls for yourself. For once, pursue one of
yt)ur radical ideas and take a chance. Even if you
fai I, at Ieast you tried.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22). Set your goals
high! There are no limits! Obstacles will crum-
ble beneath you! Your words and actions will
make way for financial and emotional gains that
could very well shape your year! Good luck and
play the number 17.
Before I end this article I want to say that I am
very pleased to see that someone said something
about Afrikkka is beautiful. That bullshit needs to
stop. I am profoundly glad that someone got to
speak the truth on this subject before I did. These
things needed to be said. I feel offended every
time I read that biased section and The Ticker
should really 'consider whether or not to ever
place those babblings on the paper ever again.
Good job, Anonymous.
Features ~" ...... 1\; .......'-'\ '" , I I IJ • ---.J} \.( ,
Alpha and OmegL..=....a__
By Tribulation - Columnist
Trib_asylum@hotmail.com
: ••••• H'••~.
Vven it seems as though v.;8 have lots to t3ik about here in HUla commentary on your own
01' Inc's section, There has been lots of disturbing little nao- section regarding your
oeninos occurrino ;~l t'np iliustrtous hatis of Baruch ;·''"'II.~gP \;\/~ b~ggest criticism of the?-",-,:.: :tj .... .."e,V'...: ~....J :~. t·.., ~. ~ "....;. ~ :~.:.:; v (3 u:"":1 v\.; ~. oJ. ~~t:
nave that mcomceient anc totallv incapat....:-.... -':lS" -t' .. r- Op ~,.c'~ semester yet. You think that.,( Vv" .".. I· ....r : •• ,...."" .. U: I.; "., c.:,,; I ..... c. ,,,: .-:t:: t::.~l,~," t:= l.) at: ")J.. :..L.:~
Ecitor 1h::~k;r~r~ tt~~~1 h~) can ;-,: :'IS'I-:I'" me bv sendlno .... rud:... a :v:.- '11 I am hiding behind an alias?
:. 1.v' ." ~.: •.•~ '.• , ... I :f....' .. ~_,:w..of ..... J: Leo." ..:'{ .:'V:' ~~; .. t'; ' .....:: :f.l ... ..
,~., ;';tl·""'].·~'.1~i~n T~,,·t :':~l~'" ·'11'1~ ~>'I·n:.~ ...-11'\ (".1" ...... . r..ff .. th My name IS Trituration for a
'.1:> :1:.:1 :L;a:.• '..::t. !:c ::~:- '-~ '_'",,:1:. :.1= :t1'.·.) :.r.:; I.·U:: ruu me ....:i !I.it: reason. The name Tribulation
,-,.'-\:~W ~·-~H·3···(' ~··~~i: Th·~.J~ ('~:'p'l:j ··s·..· r,::. '-n'-': \"'jr',::r~='1~r -. .•~,...-"" '-.•
:'~:':'" .:<~l, '~'~ ". !::.~: :<..., ,)~:~;,' '';',.) : .;.1,: ,'<1,:.,(,,,,:,. ~; ... .:z!:;; cny refers to a period of time
::'} .... :-"1r "'] :'""'i-1'·S+CI",;. ,,. .. ·~t)....,··: :,. ... ( ,.,1 ..\ , ->:., "l r.... ,,' ,-. j ",;
::(:::1.", v: '.,:.:::. ';';:1;::': ..... :t';~~:; ,,,;'. ~'::'.,;l:·;, :.;:(-; l;f:;:; d:: v:1:y, filled with much agony and
·)r:~··:':'J~·~r' t '\: -" want to ·'X·;'\ ..... C· " h·~.,-'\ "~'·rL, .. "". ~ ..~. i . M .. . I:::I..::.J:-.l~:U,: .... : ..:: ' ",.C:, 'L. t:; ~r:.::· <: :::"I:~JI':; :.:: .....: :!\ ...;,.::..1 ~O :.1:(;; ;GS:- pam. y wrttlnq consistently
\/:0:";21 who v·:rQte tl:;:;t b;-li1iant 083(;8 on i\fr:~J :S SeJuTif:..;l's holds close to my name,
shai-nefui "C~t and Re:)DGr:s~;" ~:(~::n(}n. 88f:>8 Vi>; conunue whereas your input has noth-. ,
:(:3ci1ng ; ~Nar:t YOU to sit (j(h'vn (J::'j f0:i::::<. because Tfibu!~tjO:] I~ ing to do with your nick-
dUOU! to t;;'~e yo:..; on J fab:..d0us (kie. name. You caU yourself the
Madman. You don't act
crazy, your writing is a complete and utter bore,
and you seem like the average college student
who is still stuck on views that he had in high
school. So maybe you are saying that you are
mad at something? I think so. You are upset at
the fact that readers complain because of the lack
of grammar and spell check being done on the
Ticker. You are upset because you believe that
people should not like the media. You are upset
because your penis seems to always find itself in
your mouth. Look, readers should complain that
the so-called, person "in charge," doesn't care
enough to spell check his own section. Thafs a
part of the your job Mr. Editor. You can t!1I us
that you can't hack all the work Mr. Green. We
will understand. Otherwise, suck it up and pick
up a dictionary, find another word besides,
'1uck," and act like you know what Op-Eds is all
about. PUblically acknowledge me, bitch, I am
not worried about you or any other writer. And if
you don't believe me, then I simply dare you to
oontinue this.
Menachem Green is obviously not willing to
grow apair of nut sacks and stand up 10 me pub-
licly. That little shit sent me the most ridiculous
e-mail ever sent since commencement of Internet
correspondence. Here is a copy of the letter:
GEMINI (May 21-June 21). Keep your
leadership skill~ as sharp as ever this week!
Many will decide they have to rely on you and
you will have to be certain that you don't break
under the pressure.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20). Use your
powers of charm and persuasion 1his week.
They may come in handy. Your unique sense of
humor may be key to winning over along sought
crush.
ARIES (March 21-April 19). Be wary!
Opportunities will arise from unexpected places!
Keep your eyes and ears on alert all week. The
beginnings of your financial well being are right
around the corner!
OK, Mr. Green, you little cock-licking vermin. I
want you to seriously take a look at your dumb-
ass letter and your weak-ass section, and ask
yourself whether your personality is wider than
your penis. You are boring, you ass-wipe. The
last thing you wrote in the paper was flushed
right down one of our contaminated toilets in the
18th Street building after I thoroughly wiped my
anus with it. You say that I use your attitude and
say what I "fucking feel like saying." Let us all get
this very clear right this second. You are making
a poor attempt at replicating my gutsy writing-
style and stating that you "are in control." Well
if you "are in control" take a second to write a
Hey Trib. It seems to me that if not for the
ticker you would have no fucking life. You don't
piss me off. Actually I find you kind of funny. I
like what you have to say because you use my
attitude, that is you say what you fucki ng feel Iike
saying. So actually your not much different then
me, besides the fact that I am in control, notyou.
You are also not like me because you are a
pussy. You are afraid if someone knows who
you are you will get your ass kicked in. Grow up
and stop being afucking pussy. You should try
to be more Iike me by putting your name down
instead of hiding behind the alias ofTribulation.
A thank you to the Ticker would be nice because
we are the ones who gave you a life.
Peace,
Your life (a.k.a. Menachem and the Titker)














Acti ng Arts Editor
asyl umrob@hotmail.eom
music.
Contributing writer Danielle provides you with
a concert review for punk-rock band The
Varu kers, and an interview with Ratt, their lead
singer. Don't know who the Varukers are?
Neither did I until I read these two articles. JOin
me in basking in the sea of knowledge as to who
this punk band is! Slipknot!!!
Tribulation enlightens us with yet another
highly opinionated col umn. Due to his or her
cons istent contributions to every issue since the
beginning of last semester, he or she is now
cons idered a columnist
Michael "Mikey" Ferrarella
Actin 9 Copy Editor
Editor's Recommended Reading:
"The Little Prince" by Antoine de Saint Exupery
Read it..or someone might read it TO you
J. unfortunately, do not have any writing contri-
butions to this issue, aside from what you are
reading now. Due to angering a few readers
beyond sensibility last issue, I have decided to
give everyone a chance to recover.
Concert Review
The Varukers
••• •••• • 0· 0 ••,.- •••••••
Asy! u.n
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Hello to the citizens of the illustrious Baruch
College Community. Welcome to another
instalment of your Asylum!
Exams and papers for your classes are on the
way, if you are not already enduring them. Keep
in mind that while these exams and papers are
important, they are not worth stressing yourself
to the point of tears. If you get to such a point,
step away from the stressful subject and clear
your mind by listening to music, talking to your
fellow Baruch brethren or anything else you
enjoy doing. Why not read thE Asylum to help
relieve any stress? We are here for you.
Arts Editor Rob Hidalgo provide you with a
concert review for Taproot with one of the most
amazing bands, Linkin Park. If you have not
purchased Linkin Park's debut CD, [Hybrid
Theory], you are missing out on some great
Our cover story features an interview with
Marcus Harrington, Jead singeI of the .up-and-
coming band Refative Ash. The interview was
conducted by Managing Editor David Martinez,
and is chockfull of interesting information. The
cover was created by our Graphic Designer, Julie
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vocalist workmg tne.crowo the experience was ordilantJy rnind-boggijng. -;-he auc.ence vvas con-
stantly moving their heads in ~!ljO jjfferent directions while taking in the lovely mUSiC. Ali: Ii 3il tne
sho~ was definitely entertaining and both bands showed great stage presence.
On a bitter col d February
evening outside of the Roseland-
Ballroom the street was filled with.
bunch of youngsters ready to tear
the place to pieces. Some had
with red hair and some with
Slipknot shirts. There was a mix-
ture of different genres and differ-
ent ages. Nonetheless all were
excited and while they fought the
cold they fought to enter through
the massive crowd.
This K-Rock hosted event was filled with great excitement for both the Taproot and Linkin Park
fans. Taproofs presence on the stage was forceful and lively, The crowd immediately started to mash
and jump around. Lead singer Stephen Richards furiously bounced on stage and graced ihe crowd
with his rapping/singing style. Taproots stage presence is surprisingly like that of veterans. The band
came to NY to truly entertain the crowd. They played the band's popular tracks titled. "Again and
Again," and "Now." Along with these favorites. Taproots set is a slew of impressive music filled with
Richards' talking up 01 the crowd. H~ was constantly asking how the crowd was feeling and making
sure everyone was having a great time. Taproot showed agreat admiration for the fans who have
backed them in their careers. It is not surprising that Fred Durst of Limp Bizkit is upset over Taproofs
decision to sign with Atlantic Records. Taproot seems to be heading for a bright future. Richards
graced the fans with excitement and showed all a lot of love through their performance. They set up
for Linkin Park and they did an exquisite job.









A Look at Prog Rocks Front-Runners




Dream Theater is one of the most technically brill iant bands around today, some would dare say
ever. Their music can be described as progressive-metal, containing both the elements of the pro-
gressive rock of bands such as Rush and Yes, while having a cutting edge sound to them reminis-
cent of Metallica in the 1980's. Their music ranges from beautiful and moving to heavy and fast.
On August 30, 2000, they demonstrated this live in the Roseland Ballroom on their "Scenes From a
Memory: Metropolis 2000" tour.
The band, like ifs music, isvery eclectic and seems an odd mix. The drummer. guitarist and bassist
are all from Long Island and went to school in New York City. The lead singer is Canadian and for-
mally trained in Opera singing. The "new" keyboardist (although he is 10 years older than the rest
of the band) is normally a concert pianist While all may be outstanding at their instrument, and be
able to reproduce their talent live on the stage. they lack the performance to bring their music to that
next level live.
Despite all their talent, Dream Theater has a lack of stage presence. The drummer obviously has
the most stage presence, but he is almost lost behind his huge drum set (affectionately called the
"Purple Monster"). The guitarist also has afair amount of stage presence, but due to the complexi-
ty ofthe music he must play, cannot run around on stage. The bassist has absol utely no stage pres-
ence. He neither adds nordetracts from the performance and might as well be part of the equipment
Considering that he plays a six string bass, and the complexity of the bass lines, he might as well
be amachine; while he plays he looks as if though he were part octopus. The keyboardist was great,
but there is not much entertaining you can do behind a keyboard set. As for the lead singer, James
LaBrie. he has negative stage presence.
The lead singer of any band should not only be able to sing, but be able to perform as well. In
fact there are more examples of aIead singer that is a much better performer than singer, especially
when it comes to the heavy metal genre (i.e. David Lee Roth of early Van Halen, Philip Anselmo of
Pantera. Motley Crue). James LaBrie was the opposite. Trained in opera, he could hit the high notes
and sing_wilb a.plJenomenaLrange that both JjLthe mu_sj_c._and._m4Ise. __Q(e.a(TlJh_e.a..t~L SPYfld__ y.1J1Q.y'e~_
However, his attempts at being entertaining fatted m1serabty. Dream Theater is known for having long -
instrumental periods in-between verses, and to fill the time, James played a tambourine. In his
attempt to be as cutting edge or as "hard" as the music, he thrashed around the tambourine. Instead
of 100ki ng cool, he stood out Iike asore thumb. His comments waul d detract from the performance.
Every time he tried to say something to excite the crowd. the pitch of his VOice rose, making him
sound as he were still going ~hrough puberty in hiS thirties.
Overall. the band's rr.usic 'has as good or better live than on the albu~t unfortunately their »>
:3C'< of S:2'JS /esen-:e ~a;js .t Jnin~eres~ing to wat(;h. Despite their technicalb~ not




J~AS HOT AS EVERI I
beat that just vvon't quit." I
-San Francisco Chronicle
STOMR has a
SEE WHAI' ALL I'HE NOISE IS A80Ur
.ORPHEUM THEATRE SECOND AVE AT EIGHTH STREET










,~~~er catch \ "Br\\\\ao~,;
OOn! " f' rst rate.
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\ N V pOST\ -,'
From the producers of the hit comedy. Late Nite <atechism:
TELECHARGE: (212) 947-8844 or (800)872-8997
mention code "MBBAD25"
The Theatre at St. Luke's> 308 West 46th Street. NYC
Wednesday at 2 & 8 prn, Thursday & Fridayat 8 pm, Saturday at 10pm






"I laughed and ~5
'M gObt misty-eyed . "nt'S Fne~d '
~y. e Baby, It's 'i, fraiser ~ \\
de'/~ '.nvent,ve andou seit}te\o:ne~"
'C'_~~sly funny!" roned \nt~~'1AGAZ;N~
-.BA//RAO/C ,,::v GU'D~\ - -'.
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By David Martinez-Managing Editor
continueo: ~:,l:~ ~t •• _."The Relative Journey
By David Martinez-Managing Editor
~, t: .: ~ ~ :~ :~ (...
;:. :;,,; \: '..c : -,./ ......., ..,The Relative Journey
are all,
~um: Awesome. aid 1guess finally, where do you hope to be in two years?
Relative Ash is currently touring and working on new music for there next album. Catch them next
time they are in yourtown.
rmde friends sotIr with ever}OOe who wewere with. Then I told CcI1os. , was like dude.. the worst
thing we can do is go into 1he ned allun Dt SZf ok J walla soood like this. l1hink the stuff~
are gonna lake is~ we1hink wecal do. we goIa Jet it ail out
MH: (sighs) Well, I just hope 10 play in front of 1he masses. I nMm it doesn't have to be huge. The
hugest troWd we seBI was 13Iloo 1he Em in New~m ! couIdnl~iewe theaOlld. it does-
Tt1 have to be like that. even if we get0tJ to people.~ , am bemg con.,tete4y honest here, Mr1 if
we get out to people IJlat were as~ as file WeGands (small venue), your still dojng it YDlI are
stin making a nClne for youseIf. Just til beremembered in 1wo years. tD have peopJe still saying when
. are you coming out with ano1her~? I m9) I love being home.. but Jwanna play. This last tour,
36 shows jn 52 days. It was awesome and great. ) got ddlty iU, but man 11 was so worth it The
bass player from OoMrset had n;s ea'" dnP popped jn Attmy. its been a tfazy ku. Just to con-
timJe to make music man.
Asylum: Welt, as you tNOIved there, how is your f11lJSic evolving ron
goi~ to move aIRY from what you did the fist album? .
MH: well, I was talking to Carlos in the hotel and we were in VargPa. and we basi-
cally released an independent album OIl a major record label. I have 00 hard feel-
ings towards~ Sometimes it gels upsetting. butwe have made u tours. ..
Asylum: Has 1here been~ rlirecOOnat problems witt! your success gRMing?
MH: We ail got togelher~ we talked about what we warted to represent. We cane to this point
where the name~ so much, we cant~e a pook a1bum cover. 1mecI1. we aud go to thecool
way. shoot something that will be bad ass looking. orgo~ (U 'Uf. 1he right way. which MlUId be to
have a Woman on the cower. There is a lot of loss, sbe is looking into this box. aid there is a big
field with the hangmcIls tree. In the end, the lyrics for chamed. she is pcuing out ashes nt look-
ing dead atyou. On 100 cover~ is- not: looking at)'OlJ, she ccuceubas 00 wtas in1he box. What
she ispouring out is your relative ash. We were looking for ayomg young woman. fresh. unexposed
to the butishit If onlywe couJd go back to being like fuat. pacifiers and stlit not a C3"e in 1he worJd.
I actually met the gir1 in New Yort. so tiftY and she ~dn't even look at IJS she was so shy.
MH: We started off doiO!) one offs, and our first show was with'Taproot and then we dw Sevendust
shows, and i can't say enough about those guys. They are so cool. like, leJon is so fucking coot
We di{j oates with Kittle. and we also did dates with Ca~ Chamber~ -lMtraspank and Min<fiess Self
indulgence. Coal Ctmlber dropped outof that. and Ultraspank and Mindless oouJd have packed up
and 9one horne, but they were so cool, and we aU st1Jtt around. We 'then hit Tattoo the Earth. it was
unbelievable to see Slayer everyday. Then we did the Mudvayne tour, wittl factory 81. They are our
boys, we bleed with them man. This lastone. Downset it was awesome man.. Yea. wedid!heTwiztid
tour too (laughs). We got our share ofheckle there, it was some pretty harsh shit. butwenever rettt-
iated or anyttling. Butthen again, you woold see a kid in face paint in awe of what yot.I" doing. mouth
hangi~ open, and that's what \W concentrated on. Most of the shows were just off 1he book 11m.
off the hook.
AsyJurn: Absolutely, and how did you COOle up with the altum cover design?
Asylum: Once you gotsigned, you had your first nationwide tour, .tlat was that like?
going to last 1wO weeks.. You have to grow with that person. J.. 1didn, sta1
singing tilt I was 21. Jotm has been playing since hewas 13.and he is..... us
man. When your 13. there are other things out. 1here you wR m do. so much he
diem'1 do, but then again he is with a tooring band. 1was in tis bcrld called Cin:us
Pearwts. and we did Iike Nirvana covers. and fffj favorite aft time bRI was
Smashing Pumpkins so we did tbal We dido" 11M a sBigei. so I decided mdo ..
With ~;jNe Ash. one pattice I broke my guiIiiir strirll). I broke ~ e~ I told
Car10s to play 1he guiW 3ld rd sing oj 1he freedom lEw me 3AJ. Yoo C3l1et it
loose.
MH: No notat aiL Actually. I was talking to my friend Pat cbout lis. he was IE doyou ever 1911?
1 mean we have our ts1I'I arguments butyoo WOtid be SlJptised. its mcdy laughittg and c0m-
munication. yoU cal" a~~ 1Dgelher. tlJt if you don' ...mdl 018. IRilIIlbil shit is
AsyItI1t Yea you really getwild and close wrth your fan-base, like at the WeIIDts. see-
ing you with your tm..
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
MH: I went to the emergency room thatnight, throwing up on stage, I was so sitk. That
was acool~, I love those intimate settings. I would love to do arena shows one day,
but I love the intimacy of those settings.
urn: What was it 1ike when you first got signed to lsiand?
MH: Ah scared man, like fifty fifty. scared shitless and happy, so excited your ready to buTs.1 out
way I feel when we hit stage. You are like man, I hope these people like us. and then you
. stage and t!le other side comes out. Scared and happy, ya know?
signed us so we can reach more people, and we needed to step up in a more rnature
manner. We are still kind of immature to the whole business aspect. You know, we are
looking out to our future. I mean, we can be back in the g~ge again and we will still
" be jamming. You gotta take on the responsibility like kids will wanna talk to you £NefY
night and·you can' tum your backs on em. like all this happened overnight. rm llke
dam. There are a lot of kids that latch on to what you have 10 SZi. and even if your sick
or tired. 1hey don't know if you are sick or tired and they might not understnt so you
have to kind of talk to them.
Asytum: When Relative Ash got together, what were your early goals?
MH: Yea, well we have aU lost people, and if you love you,r band, your heart goes into everthjng you
are doing in it, you should have a name to identify with, it shouid be your sword and your shield.
MH: irs stiJI now just to keep playing. Yoo know how the business aspect of things can destroy
bands. We djdn, koow or care anything about that. just as fong as we keep p1ayffig. And 00 rnaner
what, when its firm to go out. like Nikki Sin: said, gracefully bow out. you know what rm saying, not
have it ripped away from me, likethe peopl-e I lost Just bow out. have me best time wi1h it and touch
people, you know?
Asylum.: That is one thing you are known fur. your lyrical prowess, the expression you have with the
passing of people. a1d a111hat..
MH: Hey thank you man, I was just on the site a IittJe while ago, and someone was on. there and was
'ike, you know, yOu hefped me through a Jot and they wanted to bring their father dOwn to Chicago
to meet me, and shit and be straight up like that would be great That·s exactly what me and the rest
of the band wanted to accomplish, notjust singing. gettfOg on the road an partying and h~ng
a good time, we aU do that but at the same time, vmen you have a microphone, a gui1af and
drums, people respect what you have to say.
It's a coo! yvay to cope ...
about, _
At the age of 25, Marcus Harrington nas his foot in the door of one of the most demanding and
competitive industries in 'the world; the music industry. The task of leading the emotional free for fall
known as Retative Ash into the wor1d of airwaves and album sales didn'thappen over night, though.
Relative Ash. as a whole, is venturing into the unknown, and we have Marcus Harrington to guide us
through the tumultuous yvaters of their past, the consistently changing present and their ever-myste-
rious venture into their future.
Asylum: Were you all friends before the band started ...
Dave-Asylum When did you guys getstarted? 1mean, Relative Ash as a band. how did it come
about what were the circumstances .. _
Marcus Harrington: We got together around 95. ~ or so. We were jamming. just writing sonqs,
5-30 and sperm were written 1ike so long ago, before Junior, .our guitari~ came into the band~ He
came into the band, and we just kept jamming in the.~, and playing smaU dubs, and we liecid-
ed to make a demo tape with 5-30, Bounce, and Charmed. We got it off 10 some labels, but at first
just jamming, straight from th€ heart
V~. \:v::;;., :!K8 ~he ccen: at the end of the aibom. t~e R~:at'vs Asr poem. That was the first poem!
wrote :n the book. .ts about deailng With the loss of famliy aW1 bends J meal":, everyone has lost
SOfil90ne, not sayl"Q :':n special, :lot saying! r:l:ss mere, 8~ lost more. but in the 25 years of my life.
mUSIc lost, man. ; :::an'~ count or. my fingers or toes, IS 2 !ot of people, it .vas my way of dealmg
" S\/I 1m' t. nn Wh2~ I'·as I t about?r~ y I :..... '. . r \ I . ;",.l I ... _, ...
Asylum: How did you come up With the name Relative Ash?
rlp-·,. Keia:lve Ash; came up With, that was actual'y a t:tle of a poetrv book I was writing before I was
:;. a :2:-:0 at al'. Carlos had approached me about startn; a band, anc I told "wn what do you trunk
~:~ the --:arne Rela~ive Ash and he was lIke that's It man and; went or to explain It to him, what it was
MH: Me, Junior, and Chuck Ford, we grew up in the same neighborhood, Carlos and John would
come to parties we Jammed at, and we nooked up With them, I was in aband beforehand thatbroke
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all that much, the
crowd did. I think
it was just where I
was standing but I
could hardly hear the vocalist and the guitar and bass were "much too loud. However, their sound
could be described as "in your face, aggressive punk fucking rock" (as stated by a good friend,
Rickftts). I was pretty impressed by the lead vocalistand how she was able to "sing" so fast. and
aggressive. Overall, this band has a great deal of talent and looks to be in for the long ride, as long
as they turn up the microphone and down the other instruments.
",~i,I*_ ~:~~~;sl~Jh:~,~~,(:~~~V;:::~·:::,:~:~~:di,~:~~;V~'" ••
w::::#··:i-mt4il::::::>:W:::·'·;::.:;.::::~ worth it Once Rat 1 the \p~d vocausi. 001 on 3\,1\.';'"
.'... ;:::,:::·/:::·:~\f\::;::r:::;::;··'·:·::r:,:,·;···· ... .;::,;:./':,::{' and tt1e'firs~ ChOrd~··on fh; ~uitar w.er~ ~truck, ·jlf~!·t·
like a fire was lit inside every punker still left on
this cold Thursday night. The songs sung about
politics, beer, and working class bluffs caused the
punker guys and chicks to ban together in the pit
and cause such a ruckus I thought someone was
going to get trampled to death! With each song, the crowd grew more and more involved with the
music andjne dancing. When they did their song "Die For Your Government," Ratt made a mention
to fellow Go-Kart Records band Anti-Flag having asong by the same name. The last song from thrs
true Punk Fuckin' Rock band had me wishing for an encore, which I received. It's notoften that you
get a band thdt loves performing so much that even when they're drunk off their ass and tired as all,
they come back onto that shitty little stage and scream out two more songs for their true fans. The
Varukers, are true fucking punk rock and will be around foryears to come because their true fans will
still rip it upin the pit when they've hit the ripe old age of 37. If anyone wants to know anything more
about this band or hear some of their music, go to www.varukers.com or their record label,
www.QOkartrec9rds.com.
The fifth, and finally the last, local band to go on was Molotov Cocktail. Just like Virulent Strain,
this band played fast, hard, aggressive in your face punk rock. Throughout their whole performance,
they spit beer at the crowd, tried to cause a riot, and were just typical punk rockers. The last two
songs they performed were the most memorable.
The first of these was a cover of Black Flag's Six
Pack and the second was a cover of Television
Personalities "Part-Time Punks." DUring these
two songs my friend got on stage and took over
lead vocals pretty much and the crowd attacked th2
bassist and the lead vocalist, pushing tnem on triOS
ground and hItting them with beer bottles NQ'."
that is punk rock:
Tt \ I ,. r' k.8 r ....· I' ,.ri:' . Cl.1 e './ d: :1 'v.·:") : € a"J : In ...:
The wind is bloV'Jing. The skirts
cover hardly anythi ng. The hair is
high and dyed. Spikes, leather,
pia id, and patches are the accepted
•
wardrobe. Ifs a punk rock show! All
the freaks come out at night, and
surely they all did for this show at
the quintessential venue of punk
rock in the NY/NJ area, CB5JB's.
Yes, that run down. asbestos cov-
ered haven for disgruntled youth and
their adult counterparts is still alive
and thriving. It was here that I saw a
great band, the Varukers, and some




The second band to perform was a hometown punk rock group who call themselves 86'd. 86'd has
been around for years, and this was one of their most recent shows with the addition of Zero as the
second lead vocalist. They have a lot of style and really give off the feeling that they enjoy perform-
ing. This is an all-female punk rock band ar.d a'grearone at that. They performed "tuck you shut
up" at the show. At the time I did not realize just how important what they said was. The lyrics are
"Fuck you srut up don't wanna hear what you gotto say because I hate you! fuck vou shut up won't
forget the way you used to beat me black & blue! you always_loves controlling me. I was to weak
and scared to leave And to the people in my life I won't be hit again... I don't need youl" For
many women who have been abused, this song could give them power to have the courage and self-
respect to take themselves out ofthatsituation and
have a life, without the fear of pain. This is agreat
song, from a really great punk rock band out of
NYC.
The fourth band to perform was another local
•
The first to perform was a punk rock band outof Boston, MA, who call themselves Self Destruct.
Self Destruct has only been together for a short time, and this must have been one of their first per-
formances because their sound still hasn't developed fully, even with their past band influences(S.D.
is a mixture of past members of the Unseen and A. Global Threat). Though the crowd was definitely
one that would embrace their street punk style, it was too early in the nightfor any baric to have gone
on and receive a great response from the punk rockers.
The third band to go on was The Relix, another
NY punk rock band. This band was not only good
at performing but they also had the crowd's atten-
tion, unlike the first two bands. The lead vocalist,
JJ, was not only physically beautiful but her voice
was sweet and fun; something very important if
they ever want to get signed to a label(remember
how Gwen Stefani made No Doubt famous). The
way JJ would just put her microphone into the
face of the people in the crowd gave me the
impression that many people in the venue were
well aware of -them and enjoy their music. This
band is also heavily involved in the NYC scene.
Adi, the bassist sets up shows for other bands like
herself, and Jon, the drummer, is also the singer
for another local punk rock band The Krays. This
band definitely had fun up on the stage, and you
saw it in the crowd's reaction.
::;··':j,i~::,::
be able to go to the next show. So we'll go home.
D: What are some of your influences that inspired you to take up this lifestyle?
Ratt: [Sex] Pistols did it to start with. When I left school I'd watch TV and saw the Pistols and
went yeah, thafs fuckin' great, I could relate to it And Discharge came along and made it a little bit
faster. I like all sorts of bands. I like Crass. I like the Exploited as well.
D: What do you feel about certain punk rock styles, you can't like this type of punk rock if you
like this type ..
Ratt:· Ifs bullshit! Punk rock is about freedom. freedom of speech, freedom to do what you want
to do. If I go to ashow and they say oh you can't go to that show because of this band, itsoollshit.
I make my own choices, my own decisions, you know what I mean?
D: What do you think of the poppy punk rock, the more mainstream punk?
Ratt: I don't really like it I like the aggressive and faster stuff.
D: Do you write pol itical songs?
Ratt: We write political songs, but we aren't like a strict political anarchist type band. These are
just ideas, my ideas, people can disagree with them all they want. These are thoughts that go through
my mind at a certain time, which I write down and that is what a lyric is to me.
D: After you have that idea, do you change it all, do you alter it? Or do you keep it as raw emo-
tion that you put into the songs.
Ratt: Yeah all you do is jot down anything comes out of your head, but those are just words. So
you have to alter it to actually make it sound likea song.
D: How do you feel that you've grown? I remember you are the only original member of the band.
Do you feel that its disrupted the style of the band?
Ratt: Of course ifs a hassle getting someone back in. We've been pretty stable at the moment
except for the drummer; we've had a hard time keeping a drummer stay in.
D: When you go to a show do you have fun? Do you ever feel you'll get so big that if you went
. to a show and a kid came up to you, you'd get pissed off?
Ratt Yeah I do. Nah I'd just try and tell him politely and speak to him, but try and divert and go
away. I don'twant to tell him to piss off because then they mighttell theirfriends I'm an asshole and
whatever. I mightbe tired, I've just got off the road. I try to be nice but sometimes you just can't be.
D: Thank you so much for your time!
Ratt: Okay, thank you, goodnight.
Inter\( ew VV it h th;; Ledd V0 CdIi st 0 f E. nqIdnd)s Leqendary Punk B3nd. :s 1he Varukers ssThe Ratts Mouth
Do you enjoy playing every night?
Yeah. Oh yeah, it is a pain sometimes, you get tired and what not. But. ifs good being on
From
By Danielle
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On March 2nd, 2001 in1erviewed Ratt, lead vocalist of the Varukers, a classic punk rock band from
England. Visit their website at WNN.varukerS.com. Enjoy!
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0: How would you describe your musi c style?
Ratt: Just punk music; British punk music.
0: What do you think is the most important role of being a singer in a punk rock band?
Ratt: Yeah its just good to, you know, meet these people and, you know, it'sathrill for us to know
we inspire them.
D: Where does the influence for yourlyrics come from?
Ratt: Ahh, usually when I get drunk. See now I'm getting drunk. Ahh, it can be anything. It just
doesn't have to be a particular time you kn ow what I mean?
0: Do you have a family? How do they enjoy you being gone so long?
Ratt: Yeah, I have awife. She doesn'l really like it but she knows its something I really enjoy so
she puts up with being home. She's from Jersey City.
D: In a show, do the fans' reactions inn uence how you play?
Ratt: Well yeah, you get inspiration from them if they're having a good time. We've done shows
where the crowds haven't been too hot, but we just said fuck it. We'll have a good time. It's up to
them jf they have a good time. We can't force them to have agood time.
D: Do you like being in NY? Do you like playing in NY?
Ratt: Yeah, irs good.- We like playing anywhere. There's not particular place we don't want to
play. People have asked which is your best gig and it's hard to pinpoint because we have a good
time most of the time.
0: Have you ever had a really bad experience?
Ratt: Not really, we've done gigs were no people have turned up. Our first gig in the states was
. really bad because it took 7 hours to get toPhilly, because it snowed. We got there around 11 o'clock,
a lot of people had gone home and there was still about 30 or 40 kids there waiting and we played
so it was cool.
0: Wow, that must taken a lot out of you. You must realiy enjoy playing.
Ratt: Well yeah it did, I'm suffering nos, I've got a bad chest and a cough.
0: Howald are you?
Ratt: 37.
0: 'Now, and you're still doing it? Do y()U ever
ieei there wW be a trms when you won't efljoy it
anymore?
Rat!: i should think so yeah. I don't know when
" W!:::'e But I'll know when the t!rT:8 somes
,,,.:[~,":J service on-line?
-. . .ve never used acomputer so I've never
'- ,; t. .ve read some of :t in the news and
" ,>/ i~ 'ry:ng to stop it aren't they?
-'('ah, they're shutting it down.
:;.~;: t.t the end of the day if you get It lor free
:~ j :ne t,anas don't make any money then the
::!JildS can't carryon touring. You're Just gOing to
'.ltstroy the whole thing because if we don"t get
money off records or gigs 1hen we aren't goirlg to
.'
__ - _ ~...s..!"~_
body,' I can't help but tell her. Now she's all over me.
Physical sensation is so heightened on Ecstasy that touches
we take for granted every day become the most sensual of
massages. Her hands over my body and- mine over hers is
just about heaven righ1 now. The kisses we're sharing are
deep, magical, and long. l"fl'eSe are the moments that make
life worth living. _At some point, we make it out of the bath-
room. 1his time security notices her. She brilliantly shrugs
her shoulders and smiles, which seems to appease the secu-
rity guard because he doesn't take it up with her. Shelly and
I head over to the water fountain and get in line to refill our water bottles. I take out another pill of E
that has been sitting in the side of my shoe. I ta~e a clean bite and offer the remaining half to Shelly,
which she gladly accepts. That done, it's now time to enjoy a couple cigarettes. We take a seat against
the wall and light our cigs. I shut my eyes, perfectly relaxed. and let the music into my soul.
Everyt!ling's just right... until Shelly taps my leg and points to something. I look and see two secu-
rity guards carrying out a young male partier who had some kind of liquid coming from bis mouth
and was clearly unconscious. Things like this tend to bring down the whole scene. I notice another
security guard to our right, standing there saying something into his walkie-talkie. I get up and go
over to him.
"Hey, man - what happened to that guy?" I ask him. The security guard, a big black guy who prob-
ably outweighs me by a hundred pounds, tells me that he lostconsciousness out on the floor about
ten minutes ago. "And," he tells me, "his friends told us that he took GHB.n All right, stop the press.
Fact: only a moron will take GHB. GHB is a highly powerful chemical combination that is ingested
through an eyedropper into the mouth. It's so potent that often only a couple drops can result in an
overdose. It is simply the most dangerous, destructive drug that clubland has seen in quite some time,
possibly ever. Any good clubber, any "professional" partier, would never touch the stuff and will tell
you that it is pure evil - that some people cannot leave well enough alone and are paying the conse-
quences, sometimes with their lives. Just a few months ago, GHB took the life of a 21-year old col-
lege student right here at Twilo. Some people don't think. It's an Inherent trait among Gen-Yers to try
and take things to another, previously unexplored level, but obviously this has-a negative aspect to it
and some things do not need to be messed with. The city of New York is now trying to close Twilo
permanently. This great party can end for all of us due to the irresponsibility ot a few people. I ask
Shelly what she thinks. "It's sad: she says and I can see that it's from the heart. "Really, I feel bad
for these people. So young and now nothing - they don't have anything. But they do it to themselves
and it's their fault, no one else's.nToo true, Shelly.
She and I try to forget all this and head back to the dancefloor. By now, we're really feeling each
other's vibe and god knows how long we spend out there - the two of us moving as one, our very
particles vibrating atahigher frequency. We have been successfully transported to another world, lost
in music and each other. That dance is the last of the night for us. Now I go searching for my bud-
dies who surprisingly are all together at the bar. We order up acocktail each to top off the night (which
IS probably day by now). Down with the drinks and now we're out of here. I thank Shelly for awon-
derful experience and I take down her number. We mention going to check out Centro Fly's Thursday
night party and then we share a nice, long hug followed by a nice, long kiss. 11m feeling great and
shout to my friends. "Let's cab it home." "All right, the party continues: says MK, as undoubtedly it
will at my place until at least early afternoon. As soon as we open the door to leave, we're hit with
piercing rays of, oh my god - yes, it's sunlight I think we'd all forgotten what it was like while we
were in there. k5 the door closes behind us, the bass fades away as does the still-hopping party.
We grab a cab and head off to my place in Brooldyn. "Everyone have a good time1- I ask. After a most
positive response from them all, Ben turns to me and asks, "And how was yournight?" But I can only
smile, thinking that if we do not live for this, then why do we exist?
.tlf we do not li'/e .or this, men w~'IY do we exist?" -_. OJ DANG
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By David Perri- Contributing Writer
Story
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In line, my buddy t\1K asks me how long the set j$ going to be tonight. ~ tell him that they'll probably do an eight to
ten hour set. "That's amaznq," he replies. V'Je're ref8rring to ir1.ternational DJs Sasha and John Digweed. Right now,
rny~e~f and three of my friends are about twentv ueeo in line outsi de of NYC's club haven. Twilo. Ton loht we:n be 8XD8--
'" . ....J.
n8D(jnQ Sasha and Diqweed's monthly residency of ~Jr()~Jr8ssiV8 trance rnusic at the superclub. It is an event that takes
!~I':~L~e on the lac~! f=rirl::cy c-If everv month ':Irl'-~ tor '~ cert:....m qroup '('l.+ paruers it j~ h.1·f~gt··~r· than ~A';(rd; r~r'1~" and Cnnstrnas?-,u 'J_ v· u~ ,,~ "./ .... ~ ..., \.,,"'.1.... \"".av{J~at ~'\"..:u U: l :V~"') Jv~J " ~.~ 3~ :u.a-:.)(j V~, ,-:I.~
cut logetj-ler. VVe are ready for it.
The four of us are decked out, looking "money" as we say, and ready to party. We did'the pre-party
at my place and now we're ready for the real thing. The line is moving quickly - agood thing. because
the Ecstasy I took forty-five minutes ago is just startmg to kick In. Another five minutes and we're at
the front of the line. The doorman is out front behind the velvet rope with a security guy behind him.
We're lD'd and the rope comes up, the excitement in us mounting. We step in past a quick pat down
and head over to the cashier to pay our admission. Now the fun starts. I look at my friends and see
they're thinking exactly the same thing as I am: "Here we go again."
As we head down the stairs to the dancefloor, the bass starts to hit you. You feel it in your belly and
It makes you want to move. "l'rn going in," I announce and then immediately hit the floor. The eupho-
ria I am experiencing right now is beyond words. I am now truly in my element - a brilliant combi-
nation of good drugs, beautiful people, great music, an incredible lightshow. and most of all, danc-
ing. The music is guiding me as I move freely with it. To my right I notice a sexy little number in a
shiny black dress. We start to move with each other and the giant grin on her face reveals that I'm not
the only one who's rolling on Eright now. There's both of us - completely uninhibited, free, just feel-
ing so damn good. smiling like crazy.
"How you feeling tonight?" she asks. "Ah, so good. You?" "Excellent Aren't these guYs great?" I tell
her that I think they're better than great. "Let's go check them out," she says to me with her face ~ight
up to my ear. So we're off to scope out the OJ booth which is up front on the stage. We dance our
way through the crowd across the enormous dancefloor until we're right up front As welook up to
the stage, Sasha is just mixing in ·Xp\flder," one of his own tracks, as Digweed gradually takes the
other record outof the mix. Their mix is perfect- asubtle crossover from one record to another involv-
Ing a flawless manipulation of the two beats and 1he High, Mid, and Low sound levels. Mix:ing at that
level is an art form. 'Xpander's" beat gets pumped up and I can't help but move to it Neither can...
("Hey, what's your name?"... nSh~lIy") ... nenher can Shelly. What_it comes d,~wn to i~ that mose two
guys on stage are orchestrators and conductors of the 14rgest pcIrty ever. They intuitively feEl the vibe
coming off us, the crowd, and give us exactly what we want It is a relationship that can be experi-
enced In only one place - on the dancefloor. As the song builds to its crescendo, we go up with it,
going higher and higher. When the breakdown comes, it's only natural for us all to throw our hands
in the air out of sheer appreciation.
"I need some water,· Shelly barely comes out with and I feel what she's saying. Doing Ecstasy takes
a lot out of you, particularly hydrati on. Another dance through the mass of young, hot, pulsating bod-
res and we arrive at the bar. And right there is my buddy Ben, drinking a Long Island Iced Tea and
taking in the scene. He meets Shelly and I grab two waters, which runs me $10. Not so bad since
they ha~e awater fountain and we can refill for free. Now Shelly says, "I've got some blow if you guys
are interested." Ben declines (he's not into that) but who am I to say no? I ask her where she wants
to do It and her response is the bathroom, "Sketchy," I tell her, "the bathrooms aren't unisex." "Shit,
that's ri ght." I tell her to come with me and not to worry about it and she does. Outside of the very
busy men's room, we wait for security to look away long enough. When I see my window, I push
Shelly into the bathroom. right behind her. We dash into a stall and slam the door. We're almost
dying of laughter but we know we can't get too crary in here, so we keep it under control. Shelly takes
a littlebullet out of her bag. It's disguised as a keychain in the shape of a grain silo and it works per-
fectly for doing a couple quick bumps. NOh, it's so hot in here,' Shelly proclaims and then proceeds




Hello student. As you drift through your college days, do you find yourself
growing tired of the monotonous routine day after day, week after week? Are
you still unsure about your major and what you want to do for the rest of your
- .
life? Why not join Cobra! Cobra has opportunities for all, regardless of one's
abilites. Cobra is an organization that deals in the pursuit of profit and power,
and has the hopes that our .deals will be shared by every man, woman and chil-
dren the world. We have main bases of operation in Denver, New Jersey and
New York, but our operatives are located worldwide. To join is .?imple: get that
worthless college degree; it doesn't make adifference what your major is or even
11\Ihat college you attend. You will then be piaced into a field that YOU enjoy to
further the cause of Cobra.
I was the head scientist of Cobra for many years, and served Cobra Commander
loyally. I eventually turned traitor against Cobra Commander and he had me
killed. He later reconsidered and had me cloned, and I am again working as
Cobra's head scientist!
People wish they HAD joined Cobra
.,.:
ASY LUM Ticker March 12, 2001
I served as the General of the GI Joe team since its formation. During an attack
on the thought-to-be secret headquarters of the GI Joe team by Cobra, I perished
at the hands of one of Cobra's operatives. If I had been a member of Cobra, it
is likely I would still be among the living today.
Still not convinced? Here is what some satisfied members of Cobra have to say:
There are many other deliciously triumphant Cobra stories, Why not find out what all the excitement is
about? Join today!
I have a degree in Accounting, and work in the midst of an important firm. I
have worked my way up the ladder of success, all the while fulfilling the objec-
tive of Cobra. In doing this, I have also become one of the Cobra Elite. Joining
Cobra has changed my Iife, and will change yours too!
My work in Cobra began as a way for me to locate the man who killed my broth-
er in cold blood. Working as Cobra Commander's second-in-command, I even-
tually located the man who killed my brother and I seeked my revenge against
him. After learning the truth about my brother's death and finding my whole
careerbased on a lie, I took leave from Cobra. I could not stay away for long,
as Cobra Commander persuaded me to return. It is like the good old days again!
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